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CBM 1541C Disk Drive (New w/JD) 5! 19.00

CBM 1541-11 Disk Drive |Ncw w/JD) Si29 00

CBM 1571 Disk Dive (Remanulaclurerj w/JD) CALL

CMD FD-2000 (BCOK and 1 G MB) 517900

CMD FD Roai-Time-Clock Option S39 00

BokoI 10. High Density Disks (1 6MB) $14 95

Box of 10. Enhanced Densiiy Disks (3 2 MB) . . S29.0O

HD-K1T (Coniroiler. Case. PS. Manual. Serial Cci ) 5249.00
HD-1000. 1 GB (Special Edition) S44900

HD-2000 2 GB (Special Edition) S549.00

HD-3000. 3 GB (Special Edition) S669 00

HD-4000, ■'. GB (Special Edition) S749 00

SuperCPU 64 S179.00

SuperCPU 64 w/SuporRAM (no RAM installed) .... S219 00

SuperCPU 64 wSuperRAM (4 MB) S254 00

SuperCPU 64 w/SuperRAM (8 MB) S278 "~*

SuperCPU £4 w/SuperRAM (16 MB] S316.W

SuperCPU 128 ,. . 5239.00

SuperCPU 128 w/SuporRAM (no RAM installed) S279.00
SuperCPU 128 w/SuperRAM (4 MB) S314.00

SuperCPU 128 w/SuperRAM (8 MB) S33B 00

SuperCPU i28w/SuoerRAM(i6MB) S378 00
SuperRAM Carfl (no RAM installed S79 00

SuperRAM Card (4 MB) SI 14 00

SuperRAM Card (8 MB) Si39.00

SuperRAM Card (16MB) ... S179.00

:i:iJ. .0, ■■:>■:;

Monitors (40 column and 40/80 coiuntr) CALL

Aptotok 3-Way User Port Expander

Apiotek User Port Extension Cable S19.00
C-64 Computer (Remanulaclured w/JD £ PS) 599 00

C-64C Computer (Remanulactuicd. w/JD & PS) S109.0Q

C-64C Computer (New) S139.00

SX-6.1 Computer (Rcmanufacturod w/JD). S299 00

C-128 Computers CALL

C128-D Computeis (Rcmanufactured w/JD) . CALL

C-64/64C PoweiSupply (New. 1.7 Amp.) ... . S29.00

C-64,'64C RepairablePS (Now. 1 7 Amp.) . .. . S39.O0

C-64/64C Heavy Duty Repairable PS (New. CMD) S64.95

C-123 RepairablePower Suppiy (New. CV.D) . S64.95

C-120D Internal Power Supply (New) S39 CO

1541-11/1581/RLvi Power Supply (New. 1 Amp.) S25.QC
CMD EX2-1 3-PortCartndgo Port Expander . . . S39.OC

CMD EX3 3-Port Cartnrjgo Port Expander S34.0C

CMD GeoCablc II Print Cable SfinSft ... $34 96/539 95

CMD Sega-style Gamepad lor C-64/128 524.95

CMD SmartMouse (1351 Compatible Mouse) S49 95

FlipnTile 25 Dssk Holder (5.S5-inch.) $5.95

Floppy Disks (25 pack of DSDO 5.25-inch.) S10.0C

Inkwell Light Pen Model 170C 575 GO

Monitor CaDtes CALL

Cannon BJC-4400 Color lnktol Prmler (Refurb) .... 5179 0C'

Panasonic KXP-1150 9-pin Punter S199 00

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pm B/W Primer (RelurDi 5199 00

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pm Color (Relurb) 5299 00

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pin Punter (B/W) . S329 00

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pm Color Primer. . 5429 DC-

Smanlme C-600 Printer Interface S10.00

RAMLmk Base Model (OMB. No RAMCard) 5169 00

RAMLnk */TMB RAMCatd (Special!) S209.00

RAMLmk wMMB RAMCard (Special!) 5249 00
RAMLmk W/16MB RAMCard (Special!) S369 00

RAMCarQ RTC Opuon/Alter Market Kit S10.00.S19 OG

RAMLmk Battery Backup (Optional) S24 95

Parallel Cable (RAMLmk to HD) Si 9 95

THE HOTTEST UPGRADE

EVER CREATED FOR GEOS

If you've been waiting for GEOS to get belter, faster and more

efficient, your wait is over! Click Hero Software's Wheels takes

GEOS to the next level, with full integrated support for all the

latest hardware. Wheelsa\so adds many features not previously

available in GEOS. as well as some that could only be had by

buying or adding other utilities and patches. GEOS is really going

someplace, and it has the Wheels to get there!

Wheels64 $36.00 Wheels128 $40.00

Minimum requirements for Wheels. GEOS 64 v2.0 or GEOS 12B v2.0,1541

ori57i disk drive, mouse or joystick and 128K or larger RAM expander.

Bank Street Writer S12 00

Cacpak 64 (Abacus) S22 00

Cacpak 129 (Abacus) S25OO

Cnartpakc-l (Adacjs! S1700

Ciianpak !28(Aba;usi S25 DO
Data Manager 64 (Timeworks) S1600

GoDot S34.D5

t Paint vl 5II28.80-COI..64KVDC) 539 00

IPanvl 54(128. S0-COI..64KVDC)) S29 00

Personal Portlolio Manager (Abacus) S16 00

RUN Pioductiuity Pakl.li.or III (Specify! -- $15 00

RUN Super Starter PaK 1541 or 1581 S20 00

RUN Works 520 00

SEC Cneck Register 128 S50 00

Superscript 128 (Precision) S20.00

Suberbase 64 Version 3 01 (Precision) S35 00

Superbaso 128 Version 301 (Precision) S35 00

SwiftCalc 64 (Timoworks) S1600

TWS 64 w/Spollor (Busy Bee) S29 00

TWS 128 w/Speiie- (Busy Bee) 539 00

TWS Modules (HD'RL/liiusiratoi) each S5 00

Novaterm
version 9.6

Join the Telecommunications Revolution... get

on fhe Information Super Highway TODAY1.

Big Blue Readei V4 10 (SOGWAP)

CMD Utilities
JillyMON-64 (ML Monitor)

S39.00

S2J.95
. $19 95

BASIC 64 Compiler (Abacus) . . SI7 00

BASIC 128 Compiler (Abacus] S25 CO

Blitz1 64 Compiler (Skyies) S30.00

BuCdy64/12B Assembler S39.CO

CoDoi64 (Abacus) S17C0

Pascal 64 (Abacus) Si7.00

Power C (Spinnaker) 519.00

AprotekCom-Modem Adapter (lor ow modem) .. S1900

Aprotok Corn-Modem Adapter Cabta S9.95

Commodore 1670 Modem (1200 baud) SI9 95

Modem (9-25) or Null-Modem Cable (9-9 or 9-25) .. . S9 95

Novaieim 9 6 (specify 3.5" or 5 251 S29 95

Turbo232 Cartridge (Up to 115KDps) S39 95

USRSponsier 33 SKbps FaxModem ... . S16900

USR Sponsior Fanmodem w/ruft»232 S Cab'e S199 00

Easy-to-use - novicpuserconfiguration

Now suppons UUencofle and UUdecode

and converts lileso.iCisKoiin a Culfer A:so

ASCII o PETSCII and PETSCII to Unix

Prctocal supcen Zmadem up/download,

resume (crash recovery), streaming lo

buffer: YmocJem balch. ¥modem-g

Xmodem-i'K. Xmodem-ik-g(io bu(ler),

Xmooem-CRC. Punter. Kermn; WXmodem

Suppcrts High Speed Interlaces like

Turtc232 fcr speeds up to 230KDps.

Supports ANSI cctor;graph;cs, VT102. and

VT52 in 80 col Plus Commodore color

graphics and ANSI eolef All emulation

modules now load from one window

Just $29.95
(Specify 5.25" or 3.5'disk)

.. : ■ vi; u; :■..- - =- :. .■ : u1 los: 51995

Desk Pack Plus S29 CC

Dweezils Greatest H:ts (NewToc s2.Sts~c.Lsr&.128) . S30 00

FOXTPACK Plus S25 GO

gateway &! or 128 (Specify Version) S29 95

geoBASIC S20 00

geoCalC 64/123 S40.00/S45 00

geoCriart S29 00

geoFAX S39 95

geoFiie64n28 S4OOO,'S-;5G0

gcoMakeBoot (Makes Bootable copies) .... SI2 95

geo Programmer S45 CO

gee Publish S40 00

GEOS64v2.0 S44.00

GEOS128v2.0 S49 00

geoSHELL V2 2 (CLI tor GEOS) S24 95

Internnlional FONTPACK S25 00

Perfect Prinl LO tor GEOS (Laser-like output) . S49 95

HUN GEOS Companion S20 00

HUN GEOS Power Pak I or II (Specify) . . S20.00

Wheels 64 (GEOS Upgrace req. GEOS 64 v2.0) S36 00

„..,,

Atomino ,.

Balhstix

Chomp1.

Cut Throats!

Day m trio Lilo ol Prehislonc Man

Escape Route
Felony

Frogger

Gisr.a Prix Circuit

Guemia

Hardball

Heavcnbound

Island of the Dragon

Jordan vs Bird One on One

Kings ol tno Beach

Lions of the Universe

Mainframe

.Mean Streets
Menace

RUN C64 Gamopskor C128 Funpak (Specify)

5katoor Dio

The President Is Missing! ,,.

The Throe Stoogas

Tie Break Tennis

Total Eclipse

Walker

War in Middle Earth

Wings ol Circe

S1700

S13 00
S 10.00

S10.00

S19 00

S1900

S1000

-■: .

S10.00

SI 0.00

.510.00

S19 95

SI9 00

S10 00

S1000

S19.95

S1300

S10 00

S150O

S10 00

. S13.00

S10 00

S10.00

■ New (asler 80 column modes SoN-80on

C-6<I (enhanced scrolling w/ REU): and

25- or 28-line C-123 VDC 80-col. mode

■ Use any memory device as a buffer

including i?xx flEU, RAMLinti partition.

GeoflAM. C128 VOC, BBGRAM. and

internal C54 memory

■ NewiettcaplureleaturesiCaptuie lew on

line and siore in any device. High-speed

Iransters directly n:o memory and now

retain buffer contents with battery/power

backed RAM devices such as RAMLink

• Enrtanced full featjrefl Text editor can

now load/save files from tne buffer and

has an integrated script compiler

■ Script language tor automatic ope.'aiions

• Simple 33S mode - dial-in downloading

■ Suppcns real-time clocks in CMD devices

■ All new user's manual

Increase Disk Access Speed by up to 1500%

While Retaining 100% Compatibility!

JiffyDOS 64 System S39.00

Includes JiflyDOS C64 Computer

ROM and one JiffyDOS drive ROM

JiffyDOS 54c System S39.00

Includes JiffyDOS C64c Computer

ROM and one JiflyDOS drive ROM.

JiflyDOS SX64 System S49.00

Includes JiffyDOS SX64 Computer

ROM and SX1541 drive ROM

JiffyDOS 12S System S49.00

Includes JiffyDOS C128 Compuler

ROMs and one Ji'fyDOS Cnve ROM.

JiffyDOS 12BD System S49.00

Includes JiffyDOS C128D Compuler

ROM and 1571D drive ROM.

JiffyDOS Drive ROMs $19.00

Available forCommodore 1541.1571.

1581 and most compatibles

$16.00

$10.00

S19 00

$10.00

.S19 00

Shipping and Handling Charges

Digimaster 534 95

StDSymptiony Stereo Cartridge , S44 95
Or Ts Caged Artist or AlgorythmicComposer . .. S15.00

Adventures w/Fractions (ages 10-14) S15 00

Expeditions (ages 8-15) S15 00
Pre-Readmg (ages 3-7) S15 00

Spoiling Bee (ages 8-13) 315.00
The Glass Computer (ages 12-) S15 00
The Market Place (ages 8-14) SI5 00

Where- in Europe is Carmen SanDiego"1 S29 00

Where m the Wcrld <S Carmen SanDiego'' .. ... S29 CO

Anatomv of the 1541 . ,

C-64 Science & Engineering

C12B Computer A-ced Design

C128 BASIC Trainng GuiCG
Commoaorc 64 Tricks ana Tips

Compiler Design & Implementation lor tne C64

GEOS Progiammers Reference Guide

G:apnics Book tot the C-64

Hitchhikers Guide to GEOS
Ideas lot Usoon Vour C-64

Primer Book lew me C64

Mapping tne C64

. SB 00

.SB 00

.S8 00

.SB 00
..SB 00

...SB 00

.$28.00
.$8.00

.$28.00

. $8 00

.se.oo
S8 0O

••• All Major Credit Cards Accepted •••

Mastercard • Visa • Discover • American Express

OrOor Subtotal

SO.Ot toS1S.93

S20.00toS29.99

S30 00 to S53.D9

S60.OOtoS149.99

S150.OOtoS299.99

S3O0.00 lo S799.99

SaOO.OO and up

Contlne

UPS

Ground

S4 7E

S5 75

fj 75

S7.75

S11.00

S16.00

S21.00

malUS

2nd

Day

CALL

CALL

CAl 1

CALL.

CALL

CALL

CALL

UPS 2nd

Day Air

SI 6 00-

S17.50-

S21.OO-

S29.00-

S38.0O-

S42.00-

S55.O0-

UPS C.O.D. add SS.00 (US only)

An P.nrcol

Post

S5.00

S7.00

S9 DO

S12.00

S20.00

S25.0O

S30.50

Oihsrs

AirMailor

UPS

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CMD

" Oiher snipping methods available. Call lor aeiaiis

POLICIES: CMD accepts- Major Credit Cards. Money Orders, COD ano
Persona! Checks Personal Checss are held 3 weeks. Cus:omer is responsible

lor shipping charges on refused packages. Most items are stock, contact CMD

tor firm delivery Returns for merchandise credit only witrvn 30 days with prior

n aultionzation Creoits are less shipping, handling, taxes, customs, duties, ana

P.O. DOXb4b into: (3 1 O) D-O-UU^J fl i5=oreS{0Cmng charge No reiunrJs or credits on openeC software All prices

East LonqmeadOW, MA 01028 Fax: (413) 525-0147 and specifications are subject to cnange without nonce. CMD Bus-ness Hours
Visit OUr Web Site at http://wwW.Ctndweb.COm/ (Orders) M-F, SAM* 30PM EST (Teen Support) M-F. 1PM-5 30 PM EST.

Creative Micro Designs, Inc.
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Dreamon

Land in

sight! The ul

timate tool for

SCPU pro

grammers is _

getting close to being finished. We were able

to take an exclusive look at the nearly com

pleted version of 'Dreamon'. Details starting

on page 6!

The

VDC-Spy

included on our cover disk, an exclusive full

version of the 'VDC-Spy1, a tool for GEOS 128

allowing unlimited manipulations and

experiments with the VDC chip. Turn quickly

to page 9!

[news]

Flash News:

Account - Control and more

SuperCPU Corner:

Close your eyes and Dreamon

Tool:

VDC-Spy

[tutorials]

GO64! - Assembler Tutorial:

Part 7 10

Workshop:

How to GoDot 13

A BASIC - Project:

Eternal calendar, part 3 16

Graphics -Tutorial:

Van Gogh, Picasso and Monet 20

Ui

i;

i.:
o
u

[cover disk]

Disk:

JPX - another taboo broken

GFX - Tools

True Paint I

i [games]

Oldie - Gamereview:

Tex Murphy

i [departments]

28

28

29

32

From the Editor

World Watch

GO64!-Bazar

For free - Contact Corner

Masthead

G064-Bazar-Form

Carrier Detect

4

7

23

23

23

23

31

13 [hardware]

Cover story

on graphics

This issue is all

about graphics

on the C64.

We're starting a GoDot workshop on page 13, a

graphics course on page 20, and this time's

World Watch on page 7 takes an intense look

at the different graphics formats.

24
The

hip flask

_ People were quite

surprised when Niko Malecki presented his

laptop C64 on the 'Hobby & Elektronik 1998'.

By popular request, he reveals his secret and

lets you peek inside the casing of his

nachine. All this starting on page 24.

Hardware- Forum:

The hip flask 24

A breath of fresh air:

Cooling the RAMLink/SCPU combo 26

True Paint I

Pictures

How to Godot Stuff

ShaperVLO

Font Editor 3.0

soc

Graphcreator

JPX

VDC Spy



Dear GO64! readers

and subscribers!

Have you heard? Computer

museums are showcasing our

machine, the C64, as the

greatest ever success of a single

computer produced by a single

company. No other manu

facturer managed to sell as

many units as Commodore did

with the 64. No other computer was, and is, so widespread

throughout the world as ours, connecting people of all

countries on Earth. On this machine, the first games and game

ideas were developed that are still valid today and arc but

improved on today's computers with their modern hardware.

The first commercially successful hardware accessories were

offered for it. And why's that? Because it is ingenuity cast in

silicon! The developers of the C64 conceived it in such a way

that everything imaginable could be realized on it. And by far

it's not a perfect machine - on the contrary! But it seems to be

its imperfectness that forces intellectual and technical tilts

from us, drives us to achieve new developments considered

impossible before. May it stand in a museum! Our breadbox is

alive!

Until recently, development has been taking place in the

technical field, but now the software sector is trying to catch

up. After "Wheels" by Maurice Randall and "MegaPatch 3" by

Wolfgang Grimm and Markus Kanet, there's something that

was considered absolutely impossible for a long time - reading

and displaying pictures stored in JPG format! JPG images,

compressed to an extremely small size with a sophisticated

algorithm, were one reason for the large success of the World

Wide Web, since interesting pictures do their part in attracting

people to it. It allows transporting the most superb pictures

through the Net using only a minimum of bandwidth.

Until now, it seemed our C64 was excluded from this

development at the end of the 20th century, since decoding

JPG files was regarded as impossible, even as senseless.

Nobody could imagine a realistic way to handle the gigantic

amounts of unpacked data obtained from a JPG file on a C64.

But that's old hat now. nothing but out-of-date pessimism;

Stephen L. Judd and Adrian Gonzalez have managed to read

JPG images into a standard C64 and display them!

The barrier that separated us from the Internet world until now

has been broken. I look calmly into the future. If Steve and

Adrian make their code available to developers, I see PPP

dialers and TCP/IP stacks coming, which are the basic

requirements for comfortable access to the Internet. I hope this

will be under a uniform user interface since that will

automatically lead to new and better applications - as Bill

Gates has impressingly proven with Windows. Let's take the

same way!

Yours,

Amdt

Old C64 Software on the Internet

We have another new and interesting Internet page for collectors: http://

www.bsdsoftware.com. Here you can find a lot of nostalgic C64 software, (st)

Year 2000 patches for GEOS software

For 10 deutschmarks you can now directly order Werner Weicht's shareware

patches which kill the year 2000 bug. Starting Nov. 1, 1999, you can order his

patches on disk, postage included. You can reach him at: Werner Weicht,

Regensteigweg 24, D-38889 Blankenburg, Germany, or for Internet users, at

wweicht@t-online.de and http://home.t-online.de/home/wweicht. (st)

New GEOS upgrade

Megapatch 3, the latest GEOS upgrade, is now available in the USA for the

C64 as well as for the C128. MP3, short for Megapatch 3, (of course, not to be

mixed up with the music format) requires a C64 or C128. a RAM expander,

and 2 disk drives. CMD devices - RAMLink, RAMDrive, HD, FD-2000 and

FD-4000, and the SuperCPU - are supported. MP3 can also read and write PC-

MSDOS formatted disks. If you want some more information in general or

about the new MP3 functions, you can go to the homepage at http://

www.merlancia.com/mersoft.html or by e-mail to merlancia@aol.com.

(st)

Deja Vu II Party

At this year's DejaVu II Party in Bradford. England, July 9-11, there was a

C64 demo competition, and TMR/Cosine won first piace with his entry. The

prize of more than 90 pounds was presented to Jason Kelk (TMR/Cosine), one

of the editors of the magazine, "Commodore Zone", (si)

MP3 music on a C64

Right now Nate Dannenberg is developing a player card that will make it

possible for C64 users to play MP3 audio files directly on a C64. You can get

more information about this from Nate Dannenberg, 410 E. Mulvane,

Mulvane, KS 671110-1623, USA, or by e-mail: natedac@southwind.net. (st)

SuperCPU-modified versions of C64 games

As time goes by, more and more commercial games for the C64 are modified

for use with the SuperCPU. A quite extensive list can be found on the Internet

at http://come.to/supercpu (st)

Taxim's hits in MP3 format

At the moment the Serbian scener, Nucleus/TempesT is busy turning old

tracks of the well-known C64 composer, Taxim, into the MP3 music format.

After being finished, the converted pieces will be available on thelnternet. We

have to say that the songs are not pure C64 music but conversions of Taxim's

compositions that Nucleus/Tempest has mostly played on his own synthesizer.

(st)

Animal Nitrate Party well done

For the first time, a C64 party took place from September 3-6 in Amberg,

Munich, Germany. Seventeen C64 users visited the Animal Nitrate Party. JTR/

B-Soft won the demo competition with his entry, "Eating Fish", while Exile

claimed victory in the graphic competition with "Ritterbild" (Knight's

picture), and Silverfox won in the music competition. After that, a game

competition was held, (st)



Synthietrax 64 : New Address for

Ordering

Unfortunately, an error crept into our

Synthietrax 64 CD test; music master, Taxim,

had moved in the meantime. Those of you

who would like to order the CD should

contact this address from now on:

Taxim

c/o A. Ney

Miiller-Breslau-Str. 26

D-45130 Essen

Germany

Tel: +49 (0)201 / 2697590

The CD can be paid in advance for 29 DM

(Germany 24 DM), (vr)

Attention: Proofread RUN

Magazine tables of contents!

The yearly tables of contents from the years

1984 through 1986 of the German (!) RUN

Magazine (1984-1988) are available as

digital documents on the Internet (at homc.t-

online.de/home/05751957437, under

"Service"). The OCR-scanned texts will be

put into a database after OCR-related

mistakes have been removed. As soon as this

database is finished, all GO64! readers can

search for articles from a time before GO64!.

Any help is welcome and should be directed

to Sven Friedrichs at:

0575l957437@t-online.de. (ad)

ConGO 3.0

There's a brand new version of ConGo, the

popular c64 image converter for PCs by

Matthias Matting. ConGo is freely available

from http://www.8bit.com

One of the next issues of GO64! will feature

an in-depth review of ConGo. (gb)

VGA Cologne

Many years ago enthusiastic users of GEOS

founded the VGA Cologne (United Users of

GEOS) and up to the present date our main

subject is GEOS. But today, other topics like

telecommunications, hardware hacking, and

converting to and from the PC are also on the

list. The members are users from all

throughout the region - Cologne - Aachen -

Duesseidorf - Essen. We meet every fourth

Saturday of the month from 2 to 5 p.m. in our

meeting room in the 'Gertrudenhof,

Subbelrather Str. 349, on the comer of

Lcyendecker Str, in Cologne-Ehrenfeid.

Visitors and new members are welcome to

join us. Please contact chairman Manfred

Quabius before your first visit in case there

should be any change of dates, etc. His

telephone number is: +49 2238-967726 (ma)

Account control

With an access fee of only 8 D-marks per

month, T-Online (previously BTX. similar to

AOL or Prodigy in the US) is a relatively

cheap means of information and

communication, at least in Germany. Not only

does it provide the ability to exchange

information and to communicate with other

members of the T-Online network, but it also

offers an access to the Internet, including

personal e-mail services. Moreover, it's a very

efficient way of maintaining your bank

account.How does that work?

My topic for today is bank accounts, because

many banks do not show a lot of mercy

concerning their account keeping charges. In

particular, withdrawls and check-writing can

cost you dearly, especially when you have to

pay postage charges to receive your

statements. I had that problem a few years ago

when my bank told me that they were only

going to send one monthly statement for free,

but were going to charge postage for all the

ConGo 3.0

others sent in between.That may be okay if

you only have two to four debits per month,

even though you're still not really informed

about the current state of your account, e.g.

after you've taken a few cash withdrawals or

made credit card payments. Of course, you

can get a statement of account at your bank

but...

1) You have to drive to the bank

2) Parking's often not for free

3) It takes time you normally could use in a

better way.

Users of T-Online who agreed with their bank

to maintain their account via the Intercnt do

not suffer these hardships. This is how it

works:

1) What you need is a computer (e.g. a C64)

and a modem (e.g. Commodore 1200) as well

as the T-Online software (a decoder for BTX).

2) You have to register for access with T-

Online (the monthly fee is 8 D-marks, which

you pay along with your monthly telephone

bill).

3) At the bank, you apply for maintaining your

account via T-Online. The bank then sends

you special access codes.

4) Now you can easily and comfortably

organize all remittances, standing orders etc.

at your desk at home and keep an eye on the

state of your account any time you like.

Statements of the account are just one press of

a button away (if you have a printer).

At the same time you certainly keep the

opportunity to make all of your deals at your

bank counter like before, so now you have two

possibilities.

As I have 10 to 15 debits every month, access

via T-Online pays off easily, since I would

have to pay at least 10 D-marks of postage for

statements of my account in order to be up to

date. Maintaining an account by means of the

Internet certainly is cheaper, not to mention

that I have better control (e.g. if anything goes

wrong with one of my debits or deposits), and

as a bonus I can also communicate with other

members or suppliers of the BTX network.

The telephone connection only costs the

average charges for local calls depending on

the lime of the day, which is overall a very

reasonable price.

These are my ideas for the CSW campaign

under the title of "Modems and T-On!ine". I

hope I've brought you some good hints at how

to use these two resources, it really pays off.

(ma)
o



Close your eves and Dreamon

Dreamon (written with only a single "m")

is a machine language monitor

especially for the SCPU. Although it is not

quite finished yet, the version tested here is

about 75% finished. You already get a great

impression of ail that will be possible. For

right now, no SuperRAMCard is required for

running it, although it is recommended,

because Dreamon can be moved by banks so

that you can always copy it to where it isn't

in the way. The standard commands are

implemented and run very reliably. During

assembly and reassembly, the complete

65816 instruction set is recognized. Reading

memory contents can be done in PETSCII as

well as screen code. Working with RAM

above the first 64KB is no problem either.

The fUnctiona for comparing, transferring,

and swapping (!) areas in the memory fulfill

their duties without complaints.

It may be currently missing a function for

computing simple mathematical expressions,

but this will surely be provided later on. A

command for changing number formats isn't

really necessary for Dreamon, because you

can employ any number system anywhere by

using the appropriate prefixes, which is very

useful.

One reason for the relative lack of software for the SCPU is

certainly due to the less than satisfying situation with

development tools. Intensive testing or debugging therefore turns

out unnecessarily to be difficult or bothersome. But rescue is in

sight!

by Wolfram Sang

The disk routines are there for the greater

part. Loading, saving, verifying, and listing

the directory not only work for 1541 disk

drives but also for CMD devices as well. A

command for changing the current disk drive

is still lacking but will be included in the

final version. So much for the "common"

functions of a monitor; now it's time for tiie

strengths of Dreamon.

Scroll Mode

At first Dreamon scrolls like any other

monitor. If the cursor is at the upper or lower

border, the screen can be scrolled in the

appropriate direction using the cursor keys.

However, there is also a scroll mode which is

activated by entering a non-limited area, for

instance via 'lD C000-". Now the following

line of code or the preceding one is displayed

(depending on which cursor key is pressed).

In addition, you can change the type of

PC
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screen output by pressing the related key

("D", "M", "N", "I", or "J"; see box) during

display, just as if you had entered it at a

prompt. This is quite handy, for example, if

code and tables are strongly intertwined.

Another practical feature is that you can

change the output address by exactly 1 byte

using "+" and '*-", for instance, if you

haven't hit the beginning of a table exactly.

A problem every disassembler has is the

correct determination of the register width.

Although Dreamon keeps track of the REP /

SEP commands of the 65816 and acts

accordingly, there are situations where this

method returns incorrect results. A simple

example: Two subroutines follow each other

immediately. The first subroutine sets the

registers to 16-bit shortly before exiting,

whereas the second relies on 8-bit values in

them when being called. A disassembler

can't discern this, that a change should be

necessary after routine 1 - there are no hints

for that. In this case, Dreamon offers the user

a practical hotkey. With CTRL+SHIFT+M

or -X, the register width can be changed at

any time, not only during scroll mode. A

really very flexible solution!

(Wild) Patterns

Often used with fill and search functions,

patterns are a very powerful ability of

Dreamon. It offers the possibility to combine

diverse parameters. This may not sound very

spectacular, but it gives the user great

freedom. Filling some memory with text? No

problem..."F 040000 058000 'Hello!'".

Some additional control bytes in the text

maybe? Here: "F 040000 05S000

$1234,'Also possible",0/., 10101010.0". And

you can also look for patterns the same way.



This has great potential, but things even get

better. With the search function, wildcards

are added. Now you can also have it look for

byte combinations containing unknowns or

variables. If you want to find all places

referring to the K.ERNAL vectors located at

$03 lx, simply enter "H 0000 FFFF l?,03".

This is remarkable in itself, but this still isn't

the end of it!

A problem with searching has so far been

that you needed to know the respective

opcodes for the assembly language

commands. Here Dreamon comes to the

rescue with the opcode-hunt. There the

command to be looked for is simply entered

as a string: "O C000 D000 'sta (S01,s).y"\

Quite simple! And now things really get

funny, because wild patterns are allowed

here as well. You can really look for all and

everything with them. With music, a "O

0000 FFFF tst\?,'$d4\'?,?" would certainly

help.

Looks very cryptical, but you have to ignore

the commas. Then there is "ST? Sd4??".

Using this, you really get all commands that

write anything directly, even indexed, into

the SID area. You can also have all the

commands starting with "B" displayed,

or...or...or... You simply have to try it once to

get a hint about Dreamon's possibilities.

Anyway, the patterns by themselves already

speed things up; and debugging almost

becomes fun.

Freeze Points

Something that every programmer working

with the SCPU immediately, painfully

misses is a program freezer like those offered

by many multi-function cartridges. Well,

there is no extra freeze button added to the

SuperCPU with the Dreamon either, but

there is the possibility to set points via

software, where the monitor is immediately

called. There will be many diverse options as

well that allow the user to decide, for

instance, by which vector the freezer should

be initiated. More precise details cannot be

given at this time, because programmer

Christoph Thelen is still working on it, but

you can expect something good. Features

like freeze points, which are only effective

after x runs, have been considered.

When and how?

Naturally. Dreamon is currently still only a

beta version; this means you will be

surprised here and there by minor bugs. The

freeze points work only partially, and some

functions are completely missing. But still,

the majority has been accomplished. Maybe

the first version could be released within two

months, if the bugs don't turn out to be more

severe than expected. It has not yet been

determined how the Dreamon will then be

distributed. Finishing it is the highest priority

for the time being. But no matter what,

SCPU developers may be already drooling

for it.
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WORLD WATCH

Graphics formats
by Rainer Buchty

This month's focus:

HELLO

WORLD/
today we won't talk about hardware for once

- at least not in particular - because we're

going to take a closer look at the graphics

formats of today, in keeping with the theme

of this issue.

In the beginning, there was the bit

Graphics in the stone age of computers were

all black-and-white and had the form of

bitmaps in memory; every bit of memory

represented one dot on the screen. Logically,

this format was also used to store graphics in

non-volatile memory (disks, hard disk). But

even in the good old days, it was hard to tell

exactly what a byte - commonly agreed as

having a composition of S of those pixel bits

- represented, because every system had a

different definition of bytes.

Many computers generated their "high-

resolution" graphics (back then, 256 by 192

really was high resolution) on the basis of the

normal text mode, a procedure that included

torturing the graphics processor in one way

or the other. In the case of some computers

(for instance, C64s), the result was that the

bitmap file architecture was a little strange.

Every 8 successive bytes defined the content

o( one pixel field which had the size of 8

times 8 pixels (one tile).

Coloring the world

It is hard to imagine, but there were times

when 8 or (believe it or not) 16 colors

seemed to be the top of the world. Why

exactly 8 or 16 bits? It's common knowledge

that the screen is composed of three basic

colors, red, green, and blue. If one bit is used

to control a share of each color, it is possible

to create 8 different color shades; to control

the brightness (half/full), another bit (the

fourth one) allows 16 colors.



The True Color displays of today work on

the same principle, but they use 8 bits for

each color shade (all in all, 24 bits) which

enable them to display 16.7 million colors.

Using bitmaps seems to be a good idea here,

too, with one bitmap for each color level. But

unfortunately, this isn't very effective;

moreover, earlier modes for color graphics

very seldom allow the use of all theoretically

imaginable colors at the same time, which

makes saving in the form of various bitmaps

seem less sensible. Two examples of this are

the C64 - its Hires mode (implemented on an

8 by 8 tile) makes using the complete range

of colors impossible - and the old VGA

adapters that are not able to display more

than 256 colors at a time. These restrictions

lead to a different form of bitmap graphics.

Each byte now represents one pixel, the

value of every byte is defined by the number

of a color from a selectable but set color

range - a bytemap, so to speak.

Vector graphics

One of the bitmap's major disadvantages is

its inflexibility in changing the scale

(enlarging and reducing the size) of a

graphic. Anyone who ever tried to enlarge a

pixel graphic surely has suffered the typical

"Lego bricks" effect (besides, the pixel zoom

was one of the first effects ever to be

implemented in the hardware of graphics

chips). Vector graphics try to prevent that

effect by saving an abstract representation of

the bitmap instead of the bitmap itself.

Instead of saving every single pixel of a line,

only the starting and ending point of it are

saved along with a special control character

that defines the line as a line, and not the

center of a circle and its radius.

Vector graphic formats play an important

role in the field of DTP (Desktop

Publishing), for C64 users the best known (4) TIFF (TIF)

format most probably being PostScript.

created in 1987 by the Unisys company for

CompuServe. It suffers from two serious

disadvantages: first, its limitation to 256

colors; second, the fact that Unisys is trying

to make money from the copyright on the

format (royalties on programs that create

GIFs). On the other hand, the format offers

some advantages, e.g. a possibility to make

animation strips requiring only a relatively

small file size and an option to define a color

as transparent, making a background visible

if there is one. These two characteristics

make the format very popular with web

designers.

(2) PNG

"Portable Network Graphics" is designed as

a freely available graphics format (meaning

that no copyright rules protect it), and it is

supposed to become the world wide web's

standard in the next few years - but there's

still a long way to go. Similar to GIF, its

compression of graphic data comes with

nearly no loss, and it offers a wide range of

extras, e.g., True Color representation.

Especially thought for network-based

transmission, PNG has a very good error

detection and correction system.

(3) JPEG (JPG)

"Joint Pictures Expert Group" (JPEG) is

another compressed data format. It works

with True Color representation, but

unfortunately JPEG uses a so-called

destructive compression, i.e., the

compression results in a loss of graphic

information. If the compression factor is too

high, this can lead to the typical tile/Lego

bricks effect (called JPEG artifacts). This

deficiency - the loss of data during the

graphics reduction process - always shows in

such pictures.

Formats of today

The formats used today do not depend on a

certain kind of platform, i.e., they normally

do not carry any "fingerprints" typically left

by a special kind of hardware, which is the

case with the C64's FLI graphics. Now let's

take a look at the common formats:

q

GIF means "Graphics Interchange Format"

and is an LZW-packed graphics format

The 'Tagged Image File Format" is used by

true professionals in DTP. It has the ability to

save graphic information in any desired color

depth, but normally the information is not

compressed, which is the reason why TIFF

files sometimes reach gigantic dimensions.

The cure to this problem is a special,

compressed subformat (TIFF compressed)

which packs graphic data with LZW

algorithms in a style similar to GIF.

(5) Vector graphics

These formats are popular in the fields of

DTP and CAD (Computer Aided Design) in

particular and often have their origin in one

of the various program packages. Some of

the more famous representatives of these

formats are DXF (from AutoCAD) and PDF

(Adobe Acrobat); on the printer side, there is

PostScript (the one and only language in

professional printing - from Adobe as well)

and PCL5 (Hewlett-Packard).

(6) Classic formats

True classics of graphics formats are BMP

(Bitmap, PC) and PCX (Paintbrush, for PCs,

too), but also IFF/ILBM (Interleaved

Bitmap, Amiga/Mac) and IMG (GEM,

Atari) still often can be found today. The

classic C64 formats (Hi-Eddie, Koala,

Doodle, GigaCAD...) have to be considered

as being more or less dead. But GoDot offers

a potent tool to transform these formats into

formats used today (GIF).

Nothing out there for the C64?

There are in fact lots of modem graphics

formats for C64s, thanks to the GoDot

graphics toolkit and its little helpers (e.g. the

ConGo program for PCs. designed by

Matthias Matting). With a bit of knowledge,

it is relatively easy to implement the graphics

filters still missing, because GoDot offers an

intelligent API and the opportunity to add

extra modules.

What makes the whole thing a bit more

difficult are the technical limitations of the

C64's hardware. Even with the smartest

programming tricks, it is not possible to get a

resolution higher than 320 by 200 pixels and

a maximum of 136 colors, which is miles

from True Color at l600by 1200 pixels, 16.7

million colors - a quite usual number

nowadays. Considering the memory capacity

those images require, there's no way not

having an REU at least or even a 16MB

SuperRAM memory extension. If you're

working with compressed graphics formats,

a SCPU naturally is a big advantage that

makes working with them go more smoothly.

Sources:

[1] iibtiff Manpage

[2] prig Manpage

[3] Wotsit's Format (http://www.wotsit.org)



GEOS -^Tool

There's a program called VDC-Spy which has been out there for

four years now, and just for our readers, we'll take a special look

at it.

this will not work, i.e. the registers get filled

with zeros - in this case you'll have to restart

your computer.

Keyboard Shortcut

Just like with more modem programs, this

one has some keyboard shortcuts. The key

combo 'C=i' will produce the small Infobox,

and with a 'C=q' you can quit the program.

The values stored in RAM can be saved

directly with the F1/F3/F5 keys.

Scan-Mode

If the C128 being used has a current VDC-

Save of 64kB RAM, it won't just be

displayed on the upper right part of the

screen; you can also search through the

by Nikolaus Metz

If VDC-Spy could sing, we'd probably hear

a very well-known song: 'Spies like us' -

this program doesn't just spy, but can fulfill

other needs as well.

A Review is Trump

The screen setup is easy to explain: on the top

left is the menu list, which is normally

visable, but is hidden in scan mode. In a

window just below that you can see the

current register values in decimal mode. In

the editor field on the bottom left are the

register contents, displayed in decimal,

hexadecimal and binary by clicking on the

arrow. These changes will be accepted

immediately in the field, but they won't be

saved in the memory, which can be done by

choosing the menu option "Register/

description" or by a click on "VDC write".

With this, you can save the new register

values in three RAM saves or on a diskette.

VDC Spy
^^

register options

11 WRfTE TOO 1

REGISTER DISPLAY;!.

0 LK 89 IK 73 32 224 25 28 JR 231 16fl 231

\l S 0 0 I 88 123 a 123 64 8 128 232

l\ i 135 14 9 63 248 T9 255 158 117 125188
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Quick Rescue

If your experimentation and screen setup

aren't under control yet, don't worry. Just hit

the 'ESC key, and everything will be back to

normal (works almost all the time), i.e. the Special Edition

registers will we be filled with standard

values and the view on the screen will be

refreshed. Careful], though, as sometimes

available memory. Just click on the icon

'Scan" and in the bottom third you'll get a

readout, and with the arrows, which you can

then search through.
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'VDC-Spy1 is available in the full version

VI.01 (German) and VI.31 (English). In

addition, there is Mini-Spys V1.1

(application) and V1.2 (DeskAccessory).

which reads the registers and saves the

contents as a data file. As this is shareware, a

registration fee is greatly appreciated, and

needed for continuous updates. For

subscribers of GO64!/Commodore World the

fee is 10 German Marks (about S6 US); just

send an email to: vdcspy@gedrean.de or a

postcard to

Dr. Ingolf lhrig,

Walter-Friedrich-Str. 57,

D-I3I25 Berlin,

Germany.

\\D
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M- Wanja Gayk

The most important in graphics (at least

for now) are character graphics.

Normally the ROM already contains two sets

of characters, one that contains a set of

capital letters and block symbols, and

another one with small and capital letters.

You can switch between them by pressing

the shift and the O keys at the same time.

Instead of using one of these, you can also

load your own charsct into the RAM and

display it from there. However, there are

some preconditions.

The near-sighted VIC

The VIC can only "see" a range of $4000

bytes of the memory (a "VIC bank").

Usually, that's the area between S0000 and

S3fff, but you can also set the VIC bank to

S4000-S7fff. S8000-Sbfff, or ScOOO-SfTFf.

One consequence of this is that you also have

to put the screen ram (video matrix) into one

of these "vision fields" of the VIC. The

principle behind this is quite easy.

Let's first look at VIC bank 3 ($0000-$3 fff),

which is usually enabled when you switch on

anguage

Hi! After the rather boring explanations of the addressing modes

last time, we'll now turn to the more pleasant things in life. We've

already learned how to program interrupts, and we know a little bit

about the screen colors. Now let's start talking about graphics.

the machine. The register SdOI8. which is

responsible for the locations of the charset

and the screen ram, has a default value of

SI5. We separate this value into the high-

and low-nibbles, and so we get I for the

high- and 5 for the low-nibble; that would

S15 together. The size of a charset is $0800

bytes, and as you know, a screen ram is

S03fS bytes in size (let's round that up to

S0400). The high nibble always contains the

position of" the screen ram, which we get by

calculating:

VIC bank base address + $0400 * high

nibble, that's $0000 + l*S0400 = S0400. Et

voila! We get (he default location of the

screen ram.

The same goes for the character generator:

vie bank base address + S0400* low nibble:

that's S0000 + 5* S0400 = SI400... huh? But

isn't the charset located at SI000? Correct...

SI400 seems a bit odd. but you have to know

that it doesn't matter whether you set SdO 18

to S14 or S15, since a charset always has a

size of S0800 bytes and is therefore located

at an address which is a multiple of S0800.

namely S0000, $0800, SI000, SI800. $2000.

S2800, and so on.

However, there are some restrictions that

apply to VIC bank 3 (S0000-$3ffi). Because

the zero page, the processor stack, and the

system's vectors are stored at $0000. it's not

recommended to put a character set there; it

The logic operations AND and OR

1 AND 1 =

1 AND 0 =

0 AND 1 ■

0 AND 0 =

01110000

AND 00101011

- 00100000

= 0

= 0

($70)

($53)

($20)

1 OR 1 = 1

1 OR 0 = 1

0 OR 1 = 1

0 OR 0 - 0

01110000 ($70)

OR 00101011 ($53)

- 01111011 ($7B)

would mess up the whole system. A charset

in the area between $1000 and Slfff

wouldn't even be visible, because this

memory range is overlaid by the character

ROM which has priority over a charset in the

RAM. These restrictions don't apply to VIC

bank 2 {S4000-$7fff). At S9000 to $9fff in

bank 1 ($8000-$bfff). we get the same

problem we had at $1000 in bank 3. In bank

0, at ScOOO and above, we don't

have any of these problems.

Now how do we switch between banks? The

two lowest bits (0 and 1) of register SddOO

are responsible for this (see image). In order

to set and clear bits selectively, we use the

AND and ORA commands, as shown in the

image "and & or". Generally, if we AND a

register with a mask byte, all those bits

remain unchanged that correspond to a set

bit in the same position of the mask byte. All

other bits are cleared. The OR function

works just the other way round; all bits that

are set in the operand to the OR command

will also be set in the resulting byte, while

cleared bits don't change the result. Maybe

we should have a took at some examples:

-- AND ~

Ida #$81 iwrite Che screen code for an

inverted "a- (binary %10000001)

sta $0400 ;into the screen ram

and #$7£ ;AND accu wich $7f (binary

801111111)

sta $0401 ;write the resulting byte (hex

S01, binary %00000001)

;to the right of the inverted "a"

;$01 is the screencode of a normal "a"

-- OR --

Ida #$01 ,-write the screen code for a

normal "a" (binary %00000001)

sta $0400 ;into the screen ram

Ida #$80 ;ORA accu with $80 (binary

%10000000), and write the

sta $0401 :result (hex: $81, binary

%10000001) to the screen

.-right to the normal "a'

,-$81 is the screen code for an inverted

"a*

(If you own a very old C64, you probably

won't see anything when you run these

examples; in this case, try writing any two



Construction of a character-set

S2000 S2OOS S2010 $2018 S2020 $2028 $2030 $2038 $2040 $2048

S2007

■ 111111

f1 111

ffim Ef
-UJ4-S-k^n-rH- ■ ■-

| m II

= m\m\^^\ ■: :

S204F

characters into the top left comer of the

screen before running the programs.)

Back to our problem at the beginning: let's

assume we want to move the screen ram to

SOcOO but leave the charset at its current

location. We write a program that copies the

current contents of the screen to SOcOO and

displays the copy when we run it a second

time. At this point, I'd like to introduce

another novelty; because I'm too lazy to

calculate all the addresses used in a program,

I'll replace the addresses with labels from

now on, as it's usually done when we enter a

program using an assembler like Turbo-Ass

rather than a machine language monitor. If

you prefer entering the examples using a

monitor program, just replace the labels

(start, copy...) with the addresses the monitor

printed at the left when you entered the

corresponding commands. It doesn't matter

at which address you enter the program,

provided you don't put it below the ROM or

into the the memory between SOcOO and

S1000, which is where we're going to copy

the screen ram to:

start LDA #$01 ; load accu with 1

3EQ display r if accu equals zero, jurrp

to the display routine

ldx #$00 ,- otherwise, change the LDA

SS01 to a LDA #$00;

STX start + 1 ; using this trick we need

only a single entry

address

; for both routines

copy LDA $0400,x ,- copy the screen ram to

$0c00

STA $0c00,x

LDA $0500,x

STA $0d00,x

LDA $0600,x

STA $0e00,x

LDA $0700,x

STA $0£00,x

DEX

BNE copy

RTS i end of the first subroutine

display LDA #$01 ; change the LDA »$00

back to a LDA #$01

STA start +1

LDA $dO18 ; read the value of $dO18

(default: $15)

AND #$0f ; Clear the 4 upper bits (Che

high nibble)

ORA ^$30 ; puc 3 f$0c00/$0400=3) into

the high nibble

STA SdO18 ; and write the result

[normally $35) to $dO13.

RTS

How does it work? When first called, the

LDA command at the label "start'1 results to

1, so the BEQ doesn't branch. Now we

change the LDA command to an LDA #S00

to make the program branch to "display"

when we call it the second time. Now the

first time, the current screen will be copied to

SOcOO, and the program ends.

We're now back in the BASIC editor, and so

we can change the screen. When we start the

program again, it will branch to "display",

the LDA at "start" being a LDA #$00 that

returns a zero result. Arriving at "display",

we first change the command back to an

LDA #$G1; the program will later exit in its

normal state, allowing us to repeat the

procedure without rewriting the program.

After that, we get the value of SdOlS and use

AND to clear the upper nibble holding the

screen ram location. Then we OR the value

with 3 and write the result to SdOl 8. 3 is the

result of the expression [(screen ram address

minus VIC bank address) divided by S0400],

[(S0c00-S0000)/S0400]=3. After switching

on the computer or pressing stop-restore,

SdOlS's value is always set to $15. If we

apply these operations to this value, we get

S35 as a result.

Usage: Write some stuff onto the screen and

mil the program; write something on the

screen and run it again; you'll see the screen

at SOcOO. However, the cursor won't be

visible, because the operating system still

thinks the screen was located at S0400.

We've told the VIC to display the screen ram

at SOcOO, but the system doesn't know about

it.

Charsets

As said before, we already have two ROM

charsets. The image "how character sets are

constructed" shows how these two and any

other charsets are defined. A character

consists of an 8 by 8 pixel field, each row of

which is represented by a byte. This way the

8x8 pixel pattern of a character is stored as a

scries of 8 consequential bytes. The last of

these 8 bytes is followed by the byte

representing the first pixel row of the next

charctcr and so on. We have a total of 256

characters; thus, a charset has a total size of

8*256 bytes; that's 2048 bytes (-hex S0800).

Now, it would be quite a task to construct

each character by hand (this reminds me of

the time I spent with the Schneider CPC,

designing each character on paper,

calculating the corresponding bytes by hand,

and finally including them as DATA

statements into a BASIC program.). For this

reason, there arc so-called "charset editors"

that allow you to paint and save character

sets just iike images. With such a tool, the

only thing we have to care about is how to

display mem. As a matter of fact, I've

already explained how to do this, but I'll

repeat it in short:

You should begin by designing a charset

using an editor. After you've finished, you

load it into the memory to a location whose

address is a multiple of $0800 , like SOSOO,

$2000, S2800, S3000. Avoid the area at

$1000! Now you calculate the appropriate

SdOl 8 value by dividing (load address minus

The adress $DDOO

BitNr.: 7 6 5 4 3 2 10

VIC-Bank

RS-232 Data output (Userport)

Serial bus, ATN-Signal

Serial bus, Clocksignal (output)

Serial bus, Data output

Serial bus, Clocksignal (input)

Serial bus, Data input
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SOOOO

S4000 S8000 SCOOO SFFFF
2

1 0 VICBank-Register:SDDOO(Bits0&1)
VIC bank address (SOOOO, S4000, SSOOO,

ScOOO)) by $0400. When you write this to

SdO18 and you don't want to move the

screen ram. remember to use AND and ORA

to manipulate the register's value properly. In

case you want to set the locations of both the

screen ram and the charset, you may simply

write the appropriate value to SdO 18. Now

the only thing left to do is set the value of

SddOO, which is used to select the VIC bank.

Of course, you have to take care the screen

ram and charset you want to display are both

located in the same bank.

The following program illustrates how to

display a charset at S4800-$4fff, with a

screen ram at S4000-S43ft* (which will be a

copy of the current screen):

ldx S$DO

loop Ida $0400,x ;copy the normal screen

to S4000

sta $4000,x

Ida $0500,x

sta $4100,x

Ida $0600,x

sta 54200,x

Ida $0700,x

sta $4300,x

dex

bne loop

Ida SddOO ; read contents of SddOO

and #$fc ; clear the two lowest bits

{$fc=%11111100)

ora #$01 ; replace them with the value

for VIC bank 2

sta SddOO ; and write the result to

SddOO

Ida #S02 ; screen ram at S4000, charset

at $4800

sta $dO18 ; write to $dO18

rts

Here's how we obtained the $02 value for

SdO 18: the high nibble is a zero, resulting

from the expression [$4000 (screen address)

minus $4000 (base address of bank 2)]

divided by $0400. The 2 in the low nibble is

calculated like this: [$4800 (charset address)

minus $4000 (bank address of bank 2)]

divided by SOSOO.

Whew! Even if you're utterly confused by

now, believe me it's not half as difficult as

you may think. Just read this part of the

course a few more times, and don't forget to

relax a little. Nobody wants you to

understand it all at once... Next issue, we'll

go on with some graphics stuff. Til then,

don't let the keys cool down!
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Conversions

The image processing and

conversion software GoDot isn't

all too intuitive for many users

because of its innumerable variety

of options. There are times when

you plan to change or alter a

picture in a certain way, can't

come up with any clue how to do

that and the ultimate way to solve

your problem simply doesn't

spring to mind. In such cases

GoDot might offer the perfect tool

tcTput your plan into practice. Or you've set yourself a task that you want to realize in GoDot, feeling

sure that there is a solution to it but you simply can't find the right way to do it. We're here to change

that by re-editing the old 'How to GoDot' series from the German 64'er mag.

by Arndt Deuke

Dhis is not going to be a repeat (as we don't

have any copyrights on the texts of the

original series) but a completely new edition

with different subjects and it will hopefully

offer more real-world, life-like problems and

solutions than (he old one. The new series

attempts (0 make the manual more complete, as

it has become a little outdated over the years

anyway. For a start, we will take a look at the

GoDot webpages {http://mcmbers.aol.com/

howtogodot/welcome.htm) but we'll try to

rejig them so GO64! offers information that is

more extensive and of higher quality.

Necessary agreements

'How to GoDot' is supposed to operate on the

principle of a workshop, meaning that we arc

Expression

Command parameter

Gadget: setting

Option: setting

What to do

Execute command (click

'command' button

and type/click parameter)

Set the button 'gadget' to

the indicated value of

'setting'

Set the value of 'setting'

in the GoDot function

that is currently executed

Example

Load "DDdoodle" (load

the picture entitled

'DDdoodie')

Save: PCX-EGA (install

svr.PCX-EGA)

SetClip: Left 160 (function

'SetClip' in svr.GIF, set

'left'display to 160)

going to define a problem, name the working

conditions that go along with it and demonstrate

how a solution to that specific kind of problem

looks like in GoDot. One necessary prerequisite

is that we proceed from identical starting

situations each time. If feasible, you should

have installed on your computer the latest

version of GoDot (vl.27; you can check that

using mod.Systcmlnfo or by clicking the

'GoDot!' button in the upper right corner of ihe

main screen - the first four digits of the number

you see indicate the version thai is installed).

Moreover you should use an unchanged version

of GoDot's standard 1N1 ('god.ini'). Thai's the

one that installs ldr.4BitGoDot. svr.4BitGoDot

and mod.ClipWorks. The final prerequisite is

that you work with an REU. If you do not work

with an REU every access to 'Undo' or 'Temp'

has lo be redirected either to the disc or hard

drive with svr.4BitGoDot (and *only* with

svr.4BitGoDot).

I've decided to use the same format that I used

in the original series, as it uses a short but

precise style lo describe procedures used in

GoDot:

GoDot supports all important graphics

modes the C64 offers (Hires, Multicolor,

MCI, FLI and IFL1). However, the program

is only able to display modes tiiat do not

require any special manipulation of the

screen timing (Hires and Muhi). We made

this limitation for compatibility, as we do not

have the facilities to test NTSC-specific

routines, we prefer leave these areas alone.

Each of these scrcenmodes has its pros and

cons. Hires is able to display by single pixels

but is restricted to two colors per tile.

Multicolor works with three colors per tile

and a fourth color for the whole screen, but

only because every two pixels are combined

to one. With FLI you can display all 16

colors in one card but it is extremely

sensitive to timing so that the first 24 pixels

on the left side cannot be displayed at all.

IFLI combines the advantages of all three

modes mentioned before and by means of an

optical trick even manages to reach the

number of 136 colors on the screen. The

constant flickering makes your eyes ache,

however, and IFLI is even more timing-

sensitive than FLI. Moreover, it has all FLI's

disadvantages and last but not least takes up

gigantic masses of memory capacity (at least

for C64 conditions).

From Hires to Multicolor

We'll take a look at the easiest yet most

impressive conversion of modes first. If you

ever tried to display a Hires picture in

Multicolor you will have come to a similar

result as the one you can see in our first

picture. The shadings look impossibly bad or

disappear completely, circumference lines

show holes and details vanish into thin air.



Pictures in Hires are not worth a second look

in Multicolor.

For pictures with black lines on a white

background you should use the module

mod.AvcrageColor in GoDot. In it, two

neighboring pixels in Hires are transformed

into one Multicolor pixel, their colors

combined to a mixture of the original colors.

Thus black and white result in middle gray.

Here's an example:

Load; HiBiCMap

Load Replace 'dirk.hbm'

{Screenmode:) Hires

Colors: 16

Display

The left side of our picture now shows an

extract of the original. You can change the

screenmode in GoDot in the 'Screen

Controls' window in the lower left comer of

the screen. By default the setting is 'Multi',

and you can also find the 'Colors' setting

there.

(Screenmode:} Multi

Display

Here's the middle part of our picture, the

unserviceable Multicolor display.

Inst: AverageColor

Execute

Display

What you see now is the right side. It's ail in

gray but nearly all details are still clearly

visible. And if you insist in black lines

GoDot can also give you black lines. Let's go

on:

Palette

(Pick:) black

(Set;} middle gray

Display

'Pick' means that you choose the first color in

question in the upper palette bar (it will be

displayed in the right corner) and in the

following step ('set') you click the second

color in the lower palette bar. This second

color, middle gray, will now be replaced by

the first one, black, and no longer appears

anywhere in the display of the picture. Any

picture you have reworked in that fashion is

now ready for saving in one of the C64

Multicolor formats.

You should be aware of the fact that you

haven't really changed any of GoDot's

graphics data! If you set the palette back to

'Default' the picture returns to its previous

state (mid gray instead of black). If you

intend to make the change permanent so that

it becomes valid in graphics formats other

than the C64's there's still one last step to go

(middle gray is still set to be replaced by

black).

Inst: ApplyColors

Execute

Palette Default

Accept

Display

You need to reset the palette's default values

manually. A future version of

mod.ApplyColors will have this deficiency

remedied. After this step however, the color

mid gray will be eliminated from the picture

completely.

'dirk.hbm' once more but before reworking it

invert it with mod.Negative (if you load it

directly with ldr.PFoxSelect the graphics

data will be inverted automatically during

the process of loading).

Load Replace 'dirk.hbm1

Inst: Negative

Execute

or

Load: PFoxSelect

Load 'dirk.hbm1

Load Pic

Now proceed as before. You can also convert

colored pictures from Hires into Multicolor

although GoDot has some difficulty to find

Black-and-

white pic

tures look

great in

multicolor,

too!

Pictures that have white lines on a black

background are treated much in the same

way. The only difference is the fact that the

gray color you get by conversion doesn't

show very much on the black ground. You'll

get the best effects if you replace gray by

white or - what's even better - by light gray.

Go ahead and try: First, load the picture

the appropriate color mixture. Colored lines

on a black background often get lost, so you

either have to rework the picture or you just

accept it as it is.

Colored lines on colored background are less

of a problem, as you can see from the second

example. The conversion works as follows:
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There's no way to improve the fine pattern on the right and left.

No problems here.

Load: Doodle

Load "ddceleg"

(Screenmode:) Hires

Display

Inst: AveragcColor

Execute

(Screenmode:! Multi

Disolav

Now you have the first picture. If you load

the file 'dd2desig' instead of'ddceleag1 you'll

get the second one in which yellow and red

result in the color mixture of light red, an third part of our workshop we'll take a look

acceptable conversion. at conversions to FLI and IFLI.

Let's come to an end for today. Next time I'm

going to show you the inversion of the

process: How to convert a graphic from

Multicolor into Hires with reasonable

results. Due to the limitations of Hires mode, go64@c64.org

this is more difficult than the problem we had

today. But GoDot offers various alternatives

to solve this problem, so next time we'll have

many more modules at our disposal. In the

In case you should have any questions or feel

that something's been left out please contact

either the editorial bureau or me personally:

or

GoD.ADettke@t-oniine.de.
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Tutorial

BASI
About Searching in Linked Lists, Computing

with Days, and the Year 2000 Problem

Last time I showed you how you adjust the program structure from the BASIC project 1 for new

circumstances. This included how the screen of our current BASIC project is handled, and how

you need to pass numbers and values to a calculation algorithm in a controlled manner, so that

unforeseen crashes can't begin to develop. This final part of our project will explain the

algorithm computing the day of the week and will explain how to find out the distance between

two given days. It will also discuss if owners of CMD devices with built-in clocks should be

concerned about the approaching change of the millenium.

by Anuit Dcltke

Computing Weekdays

Do you still remember the end of part I of

this BASIC project? We looked up the

weekdays of some given example dates in

the printed tables. You were asked to

determine the weekday of your respective

birthdays. To achieve this, we had to go

through five of the tables in a specific order,

remember intermediate results, and were

finally able to read the weekday desired

directly from the sixth table. At first glance it

seemed quite complicated, but once the

principle was understood, using the tables

became more efficient.

In the same manner, the program can also

find the weekday! We'll need to change the

words used to describe the procedure {in the

second to last paragraph) into program steps

our C64 understands. Believe it or not - after

the preparations described in the last part of

the tutorial (declaration of the tables and

entering the numbers looked for) we will

need no more than 15 BASIC lines for

calculating the weekday! By adding just

three more lines we also get the Julian date.

Here:

5500 sj=(j/400))

IF sj THEN 5515

5505 SJ=[j/100)=(IHT{j/100)):

IF sj THEN IF md--l THEN sj = NOT sj

GOTO 5515

5510 sj=(j/4)) = C

5515 i5=-(sj*12):

IF m>2 THEN i5=0

We already know these lines from part 1 in

issue 8/99. Here we determine whether a

given year J is a leap-year. If so, the program

returns the value "-1" in SJ, if not, "0" is

returned. Because all centuries (including

those that can be divided by 400) are leap-

years in the Julian calendar, this influences

line 5505 (MD-1 means: "date according to

the Gregorian calendar"). In leap-years, a

different assignment applies to the months

January and February (M<3), which explains

the formula I5=-(SJ*12) in line 5515. Later

on, we need 15 (in line 5525), in order to

determine the desired column in table 2

(regarding leap years). Now for the day (T)

wanted:

5520 r=INT((t/7-INT(t/7})*7+.5)-l:

IF r<0 THEN r=6

5525 i5=Cl%fm+i5):

Vl=t2%(r,i5»:

Here in line 5520 the line in table 2 is

computed from the value for the day. The

table has seven columns, therefore we have

to determine the value for the day via

MODULO 7 to find the correct line in the

table. Thus we get the remainder of the

division of T and 7 in R. As the day of the

week starts on Monday in Germany, we have

to subtract 1 from the remainder R, and

move Sunday {for which we would get "-1")

to position 6.

Line 5525 determines which column of table

2 the desired month (M considering the leap-

year 15) should be, and stores the value again

to 15. whose old value has now served its

purpose. Now we have both the column and

line for table 2. We can simply read out the

things we find there. The computer stores the

number in VI. This is the first intermediate

result from part 1 of the BASIC project we



had to keep in mind, in order to find the right

day of the week later on.

5525 . . .

i6=VAL(RIGHTS(jS,2)

i5=IMT(i6/6)

Now for the year (JS). At first we need the

last two digits of the year, in effect the year

in the century, which is stored in 16.

Unfortunately, the respective table (table 3)

is not uniformly structured. Although the

values in it arc increasing from the left to the

right, there are jumps in it, empty spaces.

One thing remains the same in all lines: if

you integer divide the value from a given

table cell by 6, you either get the column

where this number resides, or the column

before it! This is the reason for the 15

formula, as it homes in on the desired

column in the table. We can use 15 again as

its old value has fulfilled its duty. We still

need to search table 3, and this is how it's

done:

5530 FOR i9 = 0 TO 6:

FOR i4=15 TO 15+1:

IF io=t3%(i9,i4) THEN 16=i9:

19=6i

14*15+1

5535 NEXT:

NEXT :

We are looking for the last two digits in the

columns 15 or 15+1 (second FOR), and we do

this in all rows (first FOR). When we have

located the value, we store it to 16. In order to

speed up the program we immediately set the

counter variables to their maximal values.

which instantly ends the two FOR-NEXT-

loops. Now that we have the value for the

line in table 5, later we will be able to

determine the second intermediate result in

16.

Next we take care of the century desired, the

first two digits in the year:

5535 ...

i 5 =VAL(LEFTS(j $,2) )

IF i5<15 THEN md=0:

GOSU3 5260

We store the century once more in 15. If the

century is less than 1500, it is certainly a date

from the Julian calendar, which we take care

of with the IF-statement (MD=0 means:

"Julian calendar"). In line 5260, we adjust

the status display accordingly.

5536 IF md THEN 5545

5540 i5=i5-IHT{i5/7)*7:

GOTO 5560

If we are dealing with a Julian date (MD=0),

we calculate the required column from table

5 in line 5540 using 15 MODULO 7. This

calculates the remainder of the century's

value integer divided by 7 (table 5 has seven

columns). If there's no Gregorian date, the

following loop (where we have to search

table 4) is skipped by jumping to line 5560.

5545 FOR i9=0 TO 6:

FOR i4=0 TO 4

5550 IF t4%(i4,i9)=i5 THEN i5=19:

19 = 6:

14=4

5555 NEXT:

NEXT

In this table (the lower, "Gregorian" part of

table 4 in issue 8/99) no order can be

discerned from the values. So we need to

search all cells for the century value. Once

it's found, we store the respective table

column in 15 and wrap up the loops as

before.

5560 V2=t5%(i6,i5):

i4=vl+v2:

r=INT((i4/7-INTfi4/7))'7+.5I-1:

IF r<0 THEN r=6

5565 wC$=wt$(r)

We have our second intermediate value, V2!

Now we can find the line of the weekday

desired in the table of weekdays by adding

the first value (V1) and doing another

Modulo calculation. As with line 5520

above, we adjust for German weekdays.

Now wre have the weekday that matches our

initial date (WTS in line 5565). And in only

15 BASIC lines!

Distance between two days

How can you compute the distance between

two different days in a simple fashion? You

may be able to calculate within a year easily

enough but after this, things get a bit murky

for a quick (and accurate) result. The months

all have a different length, not to mention

leap-years! Especially in astronomy and

astronautics, you need a universal counting

of days, valid for every point on earth at the

same time, so that observations can be

brought into relation immediately without

major conversions (and related errors).

Therefore the "Julian period" was invented in

the year 1581. A given day was determined as

starting point (January 1st, 4713 BC), and all

average solar days are counted from this day on.

Thus there are no years, not even daytime or

hours, only a number of days. In order to get to

the respective day in our calendar, we employ a

relatively complicated formula. We have on

hand an especially approriate instrument in the

form of the Julian date, due to the counting of

single days. Here is the formula, in BASIC:

5570 vUO:

14=j:

i5=m:

IF m<3 THEN i4=j-l:

i5=m+12

5575 IF md=l THEN v2-VAL(LEFT$(jS,2)):

vl=2-v2tINT(v2/4)

55B0

jd=365.25*(14+4716))+(INT{30.6001"(i5+l)}

t-tvl-1524.5

5590 RETURN

If you follow the formula, you may soon

discover the variables for the year (J), Month

(M), and day (T). Some other values will also

be familiar, such as 365.25 (the length of a

tropical year). The numbers used always lead to

the correct result anyway, though it's a floating

point number which will later be simplified to

an integer to match our purposes. The Julian

date has some similarity to the star date from

the television series Star Trek. It is returned in

the variable JD.

If you wish to know the distance between two

given days, you subtract the Julian dates of the

two days, one from the other. Our program does

this in the subroutine between lines 5300 and

5335. After having the two days entered (5300-

53 15) these lines follow:

5320 vl=jd(l,3]:

v2=jd(0,3):

IF vl>v2 THEN v2=vl:

vl=jd(0,3)

The value of the two Julian dates are read from

the array JD(..) and stored in VI and V2.

Because the distance can't be negative, the two

values arc exchanged if needed, so that V2

always contains the greater of the two numbers.

5325 zl=0:

GOSUB 1710:

en$="":

GOSUB 1800



This line deletes ten chars in the display up

to the right (in screen line 0, column 16,

which is where the Julian date resides).

0), searching this device is stopped.

6120 G0SU3 1200:

PRINT i8:

5330 i9 =INT(v2-vl+.5) :

sC$=STR$<i)+" d":

zl=0i

sp=16:

GOSUB 1710:

iS = 6

5335 RETURN

And here the subtraction is executed,

rounded to a whole number and displayed at

the location just cleared. The added "d"

stands for "days".

Reading the CMD-Clocks

Many CMD products such as hard drives,

RAMLinks and other peripherals contain

built-in real time clocks (RTCs). These

clocks can be read, if you know how. Our

program can read the RTC, and I'd like to

show how the entire process can be handled.

The simple thing about RTCs is, that they

can be addressed like a disk drive: you send a

command to it, and the device sends an

answer string that must be fetched. The

problem is that it is never precisely

determined which CMD device has the built-

in clock. Yes, they can even change their

addresses during runtime. The clock routine

is located in the BASIC lines 6100 to 6195.

After some cosmetics with frames and

messages, it looks like:

5110 zl=zl+2:

GOSUB 1200:

PRINT "U: ":

st$="":

sp=sp+2

For displaying the current drive, the message

"U: " (for "unit") is shown. The following

lines check each device from 8 through 16.

6115 FOR 18=8 TO 16:

POKE 144,0:

POKE 7B0,i8:

SYS 60684:

POKE 780,0:

SYS 60857:

IF St THEN 6135

The first POKE clears the internal status

variable ST (address $90). The device

address (18) is given in the accumulator, and

the ROM-routine LISTEN (SedOc) is called.

With the second SYS, the appropriate

secondary address (0) is sent via Sedb9. If

the device returns an error (ST not equal to

Otherwise, the device number is displayed

(after "U: ") and an effort is made to address

the clock:

6120 ...

OPEN 1,18,15:

PRlNTffl, "t-ra"

6125 GET HI, en$:

st$=stS+en$:

IF st<>64 THEN 6125

6130 CLOSE 1:

Two things can happen after addressing the

clock with 'T-RA":

a) There's no clock to begin with, then the

device answers with an error message; all

error messages begin with an error number.

b) The clock sends its date; in this case the

message starts with the string for the current

weekday ("A" in "T-RA" stands for

"ASCII").

6130 ...

IF VAL(stS)=0 THEN dr$(i8-8)=st$:

sp=sp+3:

i7=i7+l

6135 StS = ":

GOSUB 1200:

PRINT ■ ";:

NEXT

Therefore, if the string received starts with

anything other than a number, it's probably a

date. This is stored in the array DRS(..). The

number of clocks found is stored in 17.

Afterwards, the drive number displayed is

deleted from the screen and things continue

with the next drive.

6140 zl=zl+2:

Sp=6:

GOSUB 1200

6145 IF i7=0 THEN PRINT "No clock

found.";:

Lg=l:

GOSUB 1400:

GOTO 6195

If no clock is found (17=0), a message is

given, and confirmed with the GOSUB

routine starting at line 1400. The remainder

of the routine is skipped. On the other hand,

if the search was successful, the program

displays the times found one after the other,

and prompts whether you want to use this

date in the calendar program.

6150 FOR i8=0 TO 8:

st$=dr$(iB):

IF st$="" THEN 6190

6155 zl=9:

sp=6:

lg=27:

en$=" ";

GOSUB 1200:

GOSUB 1800:

GOSUB 1200:

lg=l

6160 PRINT stS:

zl = 13

6165 GOSUB 1200:

PRINT *Copy time? (y/n) •;

6170 GOSUB 1400:

IF en$o'y* AND en$<>"n' THEN 6165

6175 IF en$="n" THEN 6190

If the prompt was answered with "y", the

relevant parts of the date are copied (month

and year), and the loop is ended.

6180 18=6:

m=VAL(MID$(st$,6,2) )

j=VAL(MID$(st$,12,2)

And now for the year 2000 problem! The

clocks used in CMD RTC devices return the

year as a two-digit number. The century is

ignored! However, as the turn of the century

is at hand, we can ensure that the date

continues to be correct within our program.

To do this, we add 100 to all data less than

the current year (99). This way, we meet the

Y2K problem only in the year 2099. Don't

forget to prepare your great-grandchildren in

time!

6180 . . .

IF j<99 THEN j=j+100

6185 j=1900+j:

GOSUB 5500

6190 NEXT

6195 zl=8:

sp=5:

br=29:

ho=5:

GOSUB 1300:

RETURN

In line 6IS5 you can see our Year 2000

patch: The number 1900 (or 2000) is added

to the year. There's nothing more to it! A

little lack of foresight may cause terrifying

results, don't you agree? Fortunately, no vital

functions depend on C64-programs - or are

there nuclear power plants using C64

controls anywhere out there?

You are bid a fond farewell by a thoughtful

Amdt
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Aiom-U-Boot (Simulation) DV 10,00
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gh, Picasso

net...

...were unable to make use of modern computer technology and

employ the virtual paintbrush when creating their masterpieces.

How are you supposed to create masterpieces on a graphically-

obsolete machine with just 16 colors on the hardware side and with

extremely low resolution? Is it possible at all? In the next, few

issues we will prove that it is possible through use of our graphics

course.

the standard format for multicolor bitmaps

even today.

Rival programs, like Artist 64, Paint Magic,

or Blazing Paddles, were not able to really

gain favor. Finally in 1987, Oliver Stiller

created the milestone, "Arnica Paint", the

most used C64 drawing program. To this day.

it remains unbeaten, due to its clear menu

handling through use of windows, its

expandability, mouse support, and many

practical functions which make it

comfortable to use with a little practice.

Arnica Paint offers the right tool for every

project, for example, two graphics screens, a

zoom mode with direct access to the colors,

saving picture scraps, filling with individual

patterns, moving, and copying. Other

functions have never been seen in any other

C64 painting program, like stretching,

toppling, or infinitely variable enlarging and

reducing. In addition. Arnica Paint is able to

by Alexander "Mr. Quark" Teufel

and Volker Rust

One thing has to be said in advance:

without any talent, even with our course

you can't become a top graphics designer.

Yet, many talented designers just have

difficulties getting their hand-painted pictures

into the computer; on the other hand, some

people have good ideas lor pictures but don't

feel destined to be computer graphic

designers due to their more or less bad

proficiency at painting. Our course is directed

at those two groups, because neither of them

arc "hopeless" cases. Both cases show the

main requisites: motivation and imagination.

The Graphic Formats

At first, we will turn towards the different

graphics formats and the differences between

them, which are mainly in the resolution and

the number of colors. Before you start

pixeling a picture, you should choose the

optimal format which seems to be most suited

for getting across the idea of the picture.

Copy

- --*■ ..

BOops

1 <a.

Swap,

Zoom

1

■ ■"■-.

Storage

B
Fi

<

i

Mi pror

Erase

■ -*■

Q
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The main menu of the classic Ko

ala Painter

The Multicolor Mode

The normal multicolor bitmap is still the most

used format, which means 160x200 pixels

and 16 colors. However, you can't use these

16 colors absolutely at will. You can only use

them with the limitation of three freely-

chosen colors per 4x8 pixel block plus one

background color (which is the same for the

entire bitmap). The advantage of the

multicolor mode is that due to the relatively

rough resolution, you get results faster, since

fewer dots means less work when drawing

pixel by pixel. On the downside, you have to

accept stepped edges and rough pixels, which

can only be evened out using clever drawing

techniques. You can see a simple example of

the rough edges when trying to draw a circle.

Hi-res mode (which we will discuss iater on)

offers quite obvious advantages on this

particular topic.

Multicolor Painting Programs

There is a wide choice of graphic programs

for this format; the most important ones will

now be discussed. One of the oldest and most

famous drawing programs is "Koala Painter",

which isn't used much today though. In spite

of an appealing design and a graphical

environment, the program's handling

(switching between screens, peculiar screen

to save/load pictures, inverted spade

character in the front offilenames) in effect is

too troublesome and complex. But still, the

Koala picture format of40 blocks turns out to

be the most practical one and has remained

■
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Easy overview: Menu handling with

Arnica Paint

manage the Koala format without a problem

and introduces a compact format of its own.

Several scene programmers have regularly

distributed updated versions of Arnica Paint,

which remove smaller flaws of the original

and improve its usability even further.

Later graphics programs could not challenge

the giant Arnica Paint, and therefore, they

tried different angles instead. With

"Zoomatic" by Panoramic Designs, you can -

among other things - comfortably draw by

keyboard, a true blessing for all those having

a hard time with exact joystick acrobatics.

Two different zoom modes are integrated,

and you have an ideal view on all the colors

you (currently) are able to use. The most

important drawing functions are present,

although not as many as with Arnica Paint by

far. "Interpaint" and "Facepainter" also

present new angles. While you are able to

control the latter by means of a pulldown

menu, Interpaint offers a nice menu bar

which is overlayed over the area of the screen

currently not worked on. in addition.

Interpaint can be controlled by an Amiga
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Quite edgy: A circle in multicolor mode

(Arnica Paint)

mouse and can handle hi-res mode as well.

■'Color-X" by Hoogo is more likely to be a

match to Arnica Paint. Nearly all functions of

the rival can be found there, only with the

difference that Color-X executes them up to

four times faster. That can save quite some

time, for example, when rilling a screen. In

addition, there are definable clash modes.

"Clashes" (tile-sized, ugly color squares)

always appear when you have already used

all of the three colors and the background

color in a 4x8 pixels field and would like to

introduce a fifth color. With Color-X, you can

define what should be done in such a case.

The Hi-res Mode

Hi-res has a resolution of 320x200 pixels,

thus twice as many as multicolor mode. All

16 colors may be used but only 2 per 8x8

pixels field (foreground and background

color). This enormously reduces color

flexibility, of course. For instance, GEOS

uses this mode for its graphical environment

where a higher resolution is of more use than

a large number of colors. When drawing

The hi-res circle handles things more smoothly

(GeoPaint)

With a little bit of dexterity, pixel miracles can also come true in the Ko

ala format.

technical graphs, there is no way to avoid hi

res as well. For hobby artists, hi-res is ideal

for hardcopies with GeoPaint or Hi-Eddi.

probably the two most reknown hi-res

editors. In the scene, this mode is preferred

for two-colored logos or graphics in demos in

The graphics in the game, "Die Erbschaft", has been drawn com

pletely in hi-res.

shades of grey or blue or black and white. In

older games, like "Die Erbschaft"

(Inheritance), all the graphics were done in

hi-res, which can be very colorful in spite of

the limited options when the color borders are

cleverly used.

These are the graphic modes as Commodore

gave them to us.

Multicolor Interlace Mode

But the scene was not content with the normal

graphic status quo and developed the

interlace mode. Here, hi-res resolution in the

multicolor mode (!) is realized by fast

switching back and forth between two

graphic screens in alignment with the bitmap

and with the raster beam responsible for

creating the screen. Because of this, the

graphic flickers a bit. something which is

outweighed by the advantages. If you have

trouble seeing such graphics, you can use

sunglasses to diminish the flickering. In

reality, this mode is mainly employed by the

demo scene; commercial programs mostly

■H
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Picture inside a picture: A good

overview in the zoom mode of Col-

or-X

resort to the common graphic modes. One of

the few, good exceptions is the game, "Soul

Crystal", whose entire intro is designed in

multicolor interlace. By the way, "True

Paint", an editor for this mode is free on our

current coverdisk.

FLI Mode

Another development is FLI mode (Flexible

Line Interpretation). In multicolor resolution,

the video chip is given new color data every

raster line via the raster interrupt. This means

that horizontally for every eight pixels, there

can be two different, freely chooseable colors

plus a background color for the entire raster

line, and a fourth color that can only be

changed from tile (4x8 pixels block) to tile.

For color flexibility, this is a true blessing, of

course, and very quickly FLI has become a

standard. "FLI Designer" and "FLI Profi" are

two good editors; the same goes for "FLIP",

which is designed to mimic Arnica Paint.

IFLI

The "pinnacle" is a combination of FLI and

interlace, which unites the advantages ofboth

modes. By now, IFLI has established itself as

a "modern" graphic format. Graphic

Two pictures, one of the two zoom

modes of Zoomatic

Special Formats

During the development of new graphic

formats, some special formats were created

as well, for instance, UFLI, AFLI, or as of

late, the SHIF format (Super Hi-res Interlace

FLI). In these extended resolutions, bigger

color palettes were created with different

tricks. We will go into closer detail with these

special cases in a later part of the graphic

course.

Theory Never Teaches How Things

Work

FLI graphic

from Fair-

light's

demo, "Le-

goland"

competitions without IFLI pictures are

nowadays unthinkable. "Gunpaint" and

"Funpaint II" are the most reknown IFLI

editors. Unfortunately, the editors lose out on

ease-of-use, due to the amount of memory an

IFLI graphic requires. Therefore, a user

needs more patience and endurance in order

to do some useful work with these editors.

After these rather theoretical basics, we will

finally start to practice drawing in the next

issue and try to realize a true picture project.

'Til then, it is advisable to have a look at some

graphic programs. Only by doing so can you

find your personal favorite, and then next time

you can really get things going right away.

Soul Crystal

The entire

iniro in mul

ticolor inter

lace

Not by Alan Parson: JFU Robot
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enthusiasts. Just send a contact advertisement in the form of a letter, FAX, or

email to our editorial staff, care of: Contact Corner. The editorial staff reserves

the right to shorten parts of letters which are not immediately important, in order

:o save space.

For sale: SX64 ♦ 2* C12BD. 2 1541od

C128D Tel. -t-49 (0) 2156/80160

accesorrcs. SX64: DM BOO

Do you want to exchange data Detween your C64 and PC It's simple with

the X1541-/XE1541-cable from the PC-ptinterport to lha C64-dnvo: +49

(0] 234/332887 (Stefan)

I am searching lor contacts lo swap C&i Games, Domes. 3.5 inch disks

proicrefli Tel.; +49 (0)202/504306

Searching lor coniaci to othor C64 users? I can help you. Commodore

Connection Une. O:ivei Biasm. Schivalbenweg. 15, D-91220 Schnaittach,

Germany. Tel/Fax *49 (0)9153/1831. Mo-o man 75 entries.

I am offering information about traders and their products (and much

more!). M. Kopetrky. Burgtreswitzer Sir. Tft 92709 Moosbach. Germany.

Tel./BTX; +49 (0) 9656-1772 (-0001). eMail: Martin.Kopotekyei-online.de

The editors kindly want lo draw your attention

to the fact thai offering, selling or distributing

copyrighted sofiware is only allowed for origi

nal programs and materials. For your mm pro

tection we ask our readers not to offer or lo

distribute pirated copies of any copyrighted

program or materials.

The publishers reserve Ihe right to refuse

advertisements thai appear illegal in nature,

including advertisements dealing with pirated

material. Original programs which carry a

copyright will be conspicuously noted as such

in their accompanying text. The label on the

disk (or other media) will indicate any copy

right as well.



Hardware - Forum

...is a commonly known kind of bottle used for liqueurs and booze, typically used by vagabonds and

secret (or sinister) admirers of alcohol abuse.The most commonly used hiding-place for hip flasks is

the inside of pockets. - Er... where was I? Actually, I wanted to write about a totally different matter.

Ah, well, trying again...

bx Niko Malecki

Not as flat as a flounder, and also a little

bit thicker than the liqueur bottle

mentioned above, is my C64 laptop, which

I'm writing about. Many of the C64 fans out

there have requested (hat I reveal the big

secret (or at least a large part of it). Even

though the computer is not as small as a

laptop PC, it's still very compact according

to our standards, and the complete machine,

including the LCD flat-panel display, iils into

one of a supermarket bag (see photo). That's

why I like taking this computer with me

when I visit a meeting: with one hand. I carry

the the laptop, and with the other, a bag with

different utensils like the power supply, a

trackball and some software. No more than 1

two or three disks with new stuff etc., since j

all other software is stored on the hard disk.

\



And this leads us right to the insides - as

you'd expect from a modern machine from

the year 1999, this laptop contains the

following components (among others):

C64 II main board

CMD hard disk

CMD SuperCPU

CMD REU with 2 Megs

1581 floppy

video to VGA converter (to operate the LCD

screen)

All this fits into a flat console measuring

41x36x6 cm (width, depth, height), which

levels off towards the front end, where I

installed an SX 64 keyboard. The

components are positioned exactly to the

millimeter, leading to a very packed space

inside. Although this can only be guessed

from the photo, everything is fit into a

densely packed sandwich architecture. This

arrangement doesn't make much trouble,

since most of the parts are rather flat once

their original housings have been removed.

We just have to remove the port sockets from

the controller boards of the HD and the 1581,

which makes those pretty fiat, too.

The converter turns the 64's video signal into

a VGA signal which is accepted by most PC

monitors, as well as the 15" flat panel LCD

screen (a TFT-style display) I used. By the

way, this is by far the most expensive part of

the whole machine, it's also this part that

causes the high prices of PC laptops. Ah

well, if it's good and valuable, it's got to be

expensive... The VGA converter I chose was

a "Pro View" by Conrad Electronic. On the

upper side of the casing I've installed the

lMHz/20MHz switch for the SuperCPU,

along with the most important status LEDs,

so they're easily visible.

There's a variety of other switches and keys

that aren't needed as frequently, therefore the

whole switching board has been put to the

back edge of the laptop. There we also find

the different in- and outputs, like the

expansion and user port, the serial port for

additional floppies, the HD's SCSI port (e.g.

to connect a CD ROM drive), and an A/V

socket for another (normal) external monitor.

Naturally, all of this equipment needs to be

powered, which requires a high-performance

power supply. Here I used the universal

power supply as described in issue 10/9,

which powers all parts of the laptop,

including the LCD monitor. The power plug

of the PSU has a screw-joint with handles at

the end to prevent it from accidentally

slipping out of its socket.

I hope you can roughly recognize how it's

done from the photos, since it's impossible to

give an exact description of the construction

o



of a device like this,

understand. However,

as you'll surely already had some hand-crafting experience

everyone who's will finish such a conversion without too

many difficulties. At first sight, the casing

looks as if it were metal, but in fact it's put

together from cut epoxy boards available as

raw material for printed circuit boards. These

boards have a copper coating on one side,

which is turned inwards, and the boards are

soldered together at the adjoining edges.

After that, the self-tailored casing is covered

with a metallic DCFix foil - et voila.

This ends my little report. And now, I'm

curious whether my laptop will meet a

"brother" on one of the next scene meelings!

Hardware

A breeze of fresh air for your RAM Link

The latest Hack I have done is

to fit a small fan onto the left

hand side of my RamLink

(viewed from the front) WHY! I

hear you ask...

by Colin J. Thomson

Well during these hot spells the case's

(and the components inside ) of my

SCPU128/RamLink get really Hot! The

average temp in my computer room has been

around 90 degrees! As a result, my system

(and those of other people I know) has stalled

to play up. Not having air conditioning like

some of our US friends, something had to be

done.

i choose to fit the fan onto the RL as there is

a grill there, so it was easier to cut out and this

means less work. If you only have a SCPU

there is plenty of room to fit a Fan to that

either on the side or back of the unit and there

arc Hole Punches available from various

places.

^7] My plan was that enough Air Flow is also

there to cool the SCPU 128 as well, and it

works!. You could have the option of

51 switching it on/off when needed if you so

wish.

The Fan I used was a small 40mm Axial type

(like the Fan on some 128D PSU's) and its

about the size of a match box, 40*40* 12mm.

It is fixed onto the outside of the Ramlink

with 2 counter sunk bolts. I used a 12v Fan

and the power for this can be laken from my

HDor 154MIPSU. I believe there is a point

inside the 128 which supplies 12v which may

be worth looking into. You could use a 5v Fan

and take the power from the User or Cassette

port if you are using a very strong PSU (only

in this case!).
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Remember! Backup everything First! and

observe the usual Static precautions!

Ok once you have switched off your

computer, removed all the Power to the RL

and the Cartridges you can now unplug it

from the computer and remove the lid. The lid

is held on with 4 screws, basically its what

you do to add some Simin's.

Once that is done you will see a Ribbon cable

which connects the switches {Swap 8/9,

Reset, etc.) to the Main Board. Mark this

connector so you know which way it goes and

unplug it.

Now you have the lid in your hand you must

remove the small board with the switches on.

This is held on with 3 nuts inside the lid and

on the top or outside there are 2 more nuts

which hold the Toggle Switches which must

be removed, its all very straightforward.

Once the board is removed I would

recommend that you cover the "windows"

where the LED's shine through and the

"swap" switches are, to keep debris off of the

sticky surfaces on the backside.

I found the best place to mount the fan is the

left hand side of the RL as you look at it and

there is a grill there which you can use. You

will have to cut out most of the grill and

carefully mark out where you will have to

drill the 2 holes for mounting the fan.

Counter sink the holes inside the lid so the

heads of the bolts are flush (the nuts are on the

outside). This way you can cut them down

once the Fan and Grill is fitted before its all

put back together. I found only 2 bolts arc

needed, placed at opposite corners of the fan.

You will have to enlarge the opening a little,

after you have cut out part of the Grill with

some snips. You can then file out the opening

so its nearly round and this is easily done with

a half round file and some care! Check if the

opening is big enough and then you can

fasten the fan and grill (optional) and cut

down the bolts after..

And there you have it, foliow the instructions

above for re-assembling it. (remember the

heads of the 2 countersunk mounting bolts

are inside the RL). Be very carefull not to

over tighten the 3 nuts which hold the small

PCB when you re-fit it. I did this and the Re

set button was locked down..panic stations

when the RL did not work! but I soon found

the problem. This could of course happen to

the Swap Switches as well.

Also note that where I mounted the Fan only

3 of the 4 screws could be put back, but this is

not a problem.

Now you can decide where to get the power

from to run the Fan. depending on what

voltage fan you have used.

Where the Fan is mounted it blows right

across the Simms and enough air gets round

to cool the Voltage Regulators (which always

mil hot) and also enough blows out of the

expansion port end of the RL to blow into the

SCPU and keep that cool., and it works!

1 have been running my system for a few

weeks now in this Heatwave! and the cases of

both units run very cool with no more

problems!



JPX - Another taboo broken

A current graphic format

available on PC's is the JPEG

(JPG for short) format, a format

which is very useful due to it's

exceptional compression rates.

Due to the extensive algorithms

involved, many thought that a

C64 version wouldn't be

possible. This, of course, isn't

true.

by Wolfram Sang

Stephen L. Judd and Adrian Gonzales have

programmed "JPX", the JPEG picture

decoder and displayer (in black and white and

greyscales). The current version is still in it's

early stages, and will be published to prove

that it's still being developed! You can't

expect more than that at the moment.

The functioning is very rudimentary, and the

program can't read all JPEG's correctly.

Why? JPEG is an open format, and different

programs display different versions of the

same picture. It takes a bit of time to create a

perfect version of the program, because it is a

difficult and lengthy process. The pictures

which can be read at the moment can be

viewed with JPX in Hires format and witli

JPX-LACE in Multicolor Interlace format

(only greyscales are used, though). There are

versions of this program specifically for the

slock C64 as well as a SuperCPU-Version. If

you have a floppy accelerator (JiffyDOS tor

example), a hard drive, or RAM-Link, the

processing goes lightning fast! The first

JPEG viewers for the PC were not this fast.

In the future the programmers want to deal

primarily with the SCPU version, because

there are certain things that are still very

difficult to do with a stock machine. They'd

like to make a program to convert JPEG's to

GeoPaint files, as well as additional formats,

and also use color in IFLI mode (examples of

IFLI pictures can be found on the internet).

The main goal is to make the

JPEG routines more powerful and efficient.

As soon as the official version is available,

we'll take a closer look at it.

As for the use of the program, there's not

much to say. After loading and starting, you

are asked for the filename of the picture, and

decoding begins. When the program is

finished, press the spacebar to exit to BASIC

(most of the time it works). To restart the

program, just type "SYS 4096". The dog in

the sample picture is Ginger ("pup.jpg").

GFX Tools

The following graphic tools from

this issue's disc were kindly put

at our disposal by Glenn Rune

Gallefloss/ SHAPE. They are

Public Domain and may freely

be copied.

Fonted V3.0 - Ait extra-class font editor. It

masters fonts in lxl as well as in 1x2, 2x1,

2x2, 2x3, 3x2, 4x2 and 3x3. If you want to

find out the combination of the big fonts, it is

best to simply load the normal C64-ROM-

Charset into the editor. You get more

information about the program's controls if

you press the "?"' within the editor. The editor

is an advanced version of a program from

Cellux/Faccs.

Shaper 1.0 - This is a font editor, too, but

specificially for lxl fonts. You can use it to

mark whole blocks of characters and copy,

invert or delete them. To load the complete

original font into the editor (to modify it) you

only have to press Commodore-R. Single

characters can be collected from the ROM

with Shift-R. More functions are explained

within the editor by pressing "?".

Graphcreator 2 - This program is the last

word in Sprite editors. You can use it to draw

animations as well as objects composed of

several sprites, which can also be animated. It

is hardly possible to describe all of the

functions with words: Filling sprites with

patterns (patterafill), exchanging pairs ofBits

(and thus the colours), symmetry and so on.

You receive help if you press F5. The

program was developed by DPL/SHAPE .

SOC V2.0 - Behind the term "SOC" there's

hidden the principle of how the graphics

prepared with the help of this editor are

composed: Sprite on Char. A Hires-Sprite is

placed upon a Hires-font and makes possible

three-coloured background graphics in the

size of the sprite (background, colour of the

character, colour of the sprite). Like in a

normal editor we're able to prepare a number

of objects that can be used for an animation.

The homepage of the group S.H.A.P.E. (

Supreme Headquarters Allied Programmers

Europe) can be found at:

http://www.define.no/shape/

True Paint I

An advanced painting program

for graphic artists and those who

are willing to become one.

by Robert Grabowski and Wolfram Sang

There are a number of different graphics

modes on the C64, each one having its own

advantages and disadvantages (see main

article). TruePaint uses the multicolor

interlace mode. That means the pictures will



flicker a little and use more memory, but in

return you will get easy handling, higher

resolution and more colors. And with some

exercise the flickering can be reduced by a

clever utilization of similar colors. The

example pictures on the disk give a good

impression of the abilities of TruePaint.

Using this program is rather easy and

intuitive and will be explained as follows.

General functions

Use a joystick in port 2 to move the cursor

and use the firebutton to set a pixel. With the

cursor keys you can move around the picture

more quickly. Furthermore the following

keys are available:

<+/<-: Increment/Decrement color

<1..<8/SHIFT+<1..<8 : Set color

<£/SHIFT+<£ : Increment/Decrement paper

color

<T/SHIFT+<T: Increment/Decrement cursor

speed

<K : Toggle Cursor Block

<HOME : Go to upper left comer of the

picture

<F2,<F4,<F6,<F8 : Set marks

<F1,<F3,<F5,<F7 : Jump to marks

<RUN/STOP : Back to previous menu

Full screen mode

In full screen mode you always see the whole

picture. All operations that affect a large area

are initiated here. In this mode, you can use

these additional features:

<CLR : Clear picture, you have to confirm

your decision

<U : Undo

SHIFT+<U: Change Undo Mode between

Undo, Redo (redo undo) and off (no undo,

operations are slightly faster)

<* : Change resolution of the status lines

<SPACE : Go to Zoom Editor

To select one of the drawing tools press:

<P : Points

<L : Lines

SH1FT+<L: Continuous line, exit with

double fire or «—

<B : Boxes, you have to set two opposite

comers

<T : Triangle

<C : Circle

<F : Fill, escape with <<—

Window operations

When in full screen mode you can use these

^^ 1

helpful functions. You have to set the

window area just like drawing boxes, i.e. give

two opposite comers:

SHIFT+<Q : Clear window

SHIFT+<C : Copy window, exit with <«-

SHIFT+<M : Merge window

SHIFT+<X/

SHIFT+<Y : Mirror X/Y

SHIFT+<Z : Change colors in window. This

is done by a small requester with the

following keys:

<CRSR : Select color to be changed

<+/<-: Increment/Decrement destination

color

<1..<8/

SHIFT+<1..<8: Set destination color

<F1..<F8 : Select example palettes

<RETURN : Exchange colors

<<- : Escape

Zoom Editor

In the zoom editor you have a part of the

picture in original size in the upper half of the

screen and enlarged in the lower. So you can

comfortably give your pictures the finishing

touch. These functions will help you:

<SPACE : Reset Point

<* : Toggle grid

<@/SHIFT+<@: Increment/Decrement grid

color

<= : Get pixel color

<C= : View picture

«- : Go to full screen editor

These operations affect a whole 8x8 pixel

block:

<RETURN : Change pixel color

<R/<W : Read/Write Block

<X/<Y : Mirror X/Y

SHIFT+<X/

SHIFT+<Y : Scroll in X/Y

Disc Menu

This program uses its own fastloader, so load

and save are significantly faster. In detail you



have the following options:

Directory : Shows the content of a disk

Load Picture : The following formats are

accepted: Hires Bitmap, Art Studio (you have

to specify a background color after loading),

Advanced Art Studio, MCI packed/unpacked

(its own format).

Save Picture : Picture will be saved in packed

or unpacked MCI format (sec under

"Packer"). For more information about the

structure of an unpacked picture, please refer

to the chart.

View Picture : Shows a picture from disk

without destroying the picture in memory.

Merge Pics : Loads a picture and merges it to

the picture in memory.

Scratch File : Deletes a file using a

comfortable file requester.

Command : Sends a command string

(prompts for it) to the floppy drive.

Packer : Here you can select, if a picture

should be saved compressed or raw/

uncompressed.

Device : Change the current disk device.

Back : Go to main menu (you can also use

RUN/STOP).

Open Door System

The open door system gives you the

possibility to create your own extensions for

TruePaint. Your program should reside in

memory from $2000 - S6000 (careful: this

area is also used for buffers!) It must contain

a PETSCII string "TP1" at S2000 and the

executable code must start at S2003 and end

with an RTS. Save your extension with a

filename that is 16 characters in length an is

enclosed in %-signs, e.g. "%PACKAGE1%".

It will be loaded and executed right after

starting TruePaint. You find an example for

this on ourcoverdisk.

SuperCPU

Although TruePaint doesn't support the

SCPU directly, it works fine with it. 01"

particular note are the scrolling of the zoom

editor and filling areas, both of which profit

from this extra power. However, you must be

careful with disk operations. Before loading,

saving, merging and viewing you have to go

back to lMhz via the switch on the front

panel! Also keep in mind that all optimization

modes have to be turned off. Normally this is

the default, but if you are not sure you can

force it by typing "POKE 53374,0:POKE

53367,0:POKE

53375,0" right before starting the program.

Owners ofa SuperCPU V2 can even get more

speed by disabling the mirroring of the

zeropage. You have to accept some flaws

though, e.g. the status line won't work

perfectly. But if that does not bother you, try

"POKE 53374.0:POKE 53427,197:POKE

53375,0:". again right before stalling

TruePaint. For more information about

optimization modes please refer to issues

#6 and #7/99 of GO64!"s SuperCPU corner

and of course the instruction manual of your

SCPU.

And that is all, 1 hope you enjoy this program

and create tremendous graphics with it. We

of GO64! would be highly pleased to see

demonstrations of your skills or perhaps

extensions using the open door system.

Finally I want to mention the programmer's

postcard wish. If you like the program, why

not send him a nice postcard of your region,

he will be happy about it. The address is

given inside the program, check "'About".

"Structure of an unpacked MCI

picture"

Start address may be S1C00 or S9C00

depending on the editor. Relative to that

are:

$0000 - $03E8: Screen-RAM 1

S03E8 : Background color

$0400 - 52340: Bitmap 1

$2400 - $4340: Bitmap 2

S4400 - S47E8: Screen-RAM 2

$4800 - $4BE8: Color-RAM

TruePaint sometimes stores some

internal data in the area between $2340

- $2400, just ignore that. All other bytes

are unused and may be cleared.

***

The Computer-Specialist ***

C16 - C116 - PLUS/4 - 1541 -1551 - 1571 -1581 - C64 -

Drucker -1530 -1531 ■ VC20 - C128 - C128D - PC

Hardware Software

Printer-Spooler, Books, 256KB RAM;Free-, PD-, Shareware,

Extension for P4, C16-C116-P4-C64- userprograms, data-transfer, RS232,

1541-1551-1581 exchange-units and!Centronics, superbase, FIG-

PCBs. Mouse with adapters and driver,[FOURTH, LOGO, ULTRA-FORTH,

RS232-Centronics+data transfer! Game- USA- + Hungaria Soft,
interfaces, with software, increased JTurbotape Superfor 64KB C16/C116.
powerunits, 1200 + 1400 mA for!All disks total full with 170KByte.

C16/C116, romlisting 3.5 , mailbox-!Programs each 9,50 DM, GEOS,

working, EPROMs.iPAOS for P4, Sound, speach and

handbooks+manuals, module, rnodulsoft. Original GEOS 3.5 for

joysticks, disks, IEC488 interface, P4 in C16/C116/Plus4 + 1551, copy and

German, 64KB REU for C16/C116,.crackprograms, machine-language,

"Das grofte PLUS4 Buch" for 19,50 CALC + SCRIPT in German, nibbler,

DM, "Das grofie C64 Buch" for 29,80.etc.

DM, dataset-justage II

Special offers: Power supplies, printer. Discount for disks:

C16/C116, monitors, computers, 5 10 15 20 30 50 75 pieces

floppie-heads, PCBs 1541 II,,1520 25 30 40 50 60 % discount

Commodore ICs, transistors, etc. now only 9,50 DM PER DISK

Repair and service: Advising service daily 9 am to 8 pm
Repair from 29.50 DM + material in 24 hours. All original spareparts modul. Cable,

adapters, RAMs, plugs, extensions, single parts. Floppy repair from 39.50 DM +

material. Keyboards, modulaters, crystals, all power supplies, exhanging-units and

PCBs, LEDs, circuit-diagrams, ICs, paddle+cable for 1551, paddle-sticks for C64,

eprom-banks with 12x switch and 2x6 set places, shielding for 1551 for noises,

keyboard cleaning, utility modules with your own software or standards...

One everytime new bonus-disk per order and informations with

tips and tricks and our big advising service for the costumers

*** ELEKTRONIK - TECHNIK ***

*** Ing. Uwe Peters VDI/DGQ ***
Tannenweg 9, D-24610 Trappenkamp, Germany

Tel.: 0049 43 23/39 91 FAX/MODUM/DFU 4415



by Gaelyne R. Gossan

Instant Messaging

The Internet is full of ways to communicate

with people. For instance, you can

communicate with lots of people by having a

web page. Email is great for sending messages

whether a person is online or not, but it's not

usually very instant, as even when two people

are online at the same time Email between them

can be delayed by mail servers in between them.

IRC (Internet Relay Chat) can be used as it

allows conversations in "real time", but it can

sometimes seem very daunting to use and not

always easy lo find a common meeting

"channel" for conversing with others.

Detect
ICQ is a personal means of communication that

allows you to have individual conversations. It

was designed (for Windows and Mac users) to

be used whenever online. When others who also

use the utility get online, it shows their online

status. This way, you'd know Uncle Bob is

online even when you may be thousands of

miles away. And of course you can have a nice

chat with him and find out how the family is,

share recipes, commiserate about the weather

and have any other type conversation you'd

have with him, except that you'd be typing your

responses rather than speaking.

The ability to have quick one-to-one

conversations is very useful. My brother-in-law

used it recently to let us know he and his family

arrived home (in another slate) safely after

visiting us. Another relative uses it to check if

we're home before popping in for a visit. If I

have a quick question to ask someone and I

know they have ICQ. ['11 usually ask while

they're online rather than asking in Email and

plowing through a mountain ofjunk mail before

finding their response.

Mow can we use ICQ? If you have a shell

account, you too can make use of it and use it as

a means of contact when you're online. There

arc quite a few Unix based ICQ clones, but the

majority are for those using Xwindows (a

graphical interface similar to Wheels or GEOS).

One of the best text based programs is called

"Micq" for 'Matt's ICQ Clone'. It has the

majority of useful features found in Mirabilis'

ICQ program and it should compile on nearly

any Unix or Win32 platform. You may find

Micq already installed on your ISP. To see if it's

online, from the command line, type: "which

micq'. If you get a response similar to "/usr/

local/bin/micq" appears, you're in luck. If it

doesn't, you can ask your system administrator

to install it, or because it is a very basic

program, you may be able to compile and install

it in your home directory for your personal use.

The current version can be downloaded from

ftp://micq.chatzone.org/pub/micq/

(ad)

To install yourself, Micq can be found at: or give the information 10 your system administrator and

ask them lo install il on the system for you.

ICQ related Acronyms:

icq Pronounced 'I Seek You'. Some people refer lo messages as "icij's".

msg Message

uin Universal Internet Number (or User ID Number!

nick User Nick name

na Not Available

occ Occupied

ffc Free for Chat

tnv Invisible

online online (you can only receive msgs if online)

away Away from the keyboard

auth Authorise a user to contact you

url Universal Resource Locator (geek for Web page address)

Help Commands:

help Get a list of help topics (client, message, useraccount)

help client Lists micq related commands such as quit, or clear screen.

help message Commands relating to sending ICQ messages.

help user Commands such as adding, authorising or ignoring users.

help account Commands for your ICQ account, password, and basic information.

Password Commands:

pass <text> Changes your password.

reg <password> Creates a new UIN with the given password.

User Commands:

search <Emai!adresse>

sScarch for an ICQ user with the given address.

update Prompts you for information such as your real name

and Email address.

add <uin> Add's user to your contact list,

auth <uin> Authorise user to contact you.

w Displays current status of everyone in contact list.

C Displays status of everyone in your list that's online,

info <uin> Displays general information about the user,

togig <nick> Toggles Ignore status for the nick name specified.

i Lists ignored users.

logvis <nick> Toggles whether the user can see you as online or not.

Status Commands:

change Lists numbers for ICQ status (online, away, invisible, etc)

change t> Changes status to the number specified (K represents a number).

Online Online

away Away (useful when you go grab a coffee!

na Not Available

occ Occupied

dnd Do Not Disturb

ffc FreeForChai

inv Invisible

Client Commands:

clear Clears the screen.

auto Shows your auto reply status

aulo <on/olT> Toggles auto reply status on or off.

auto <8UtUS> <iiisg> Sets auto reply message sent for that particular status.

Example; auio dnd Please. I'm trying lo get some work done.

q Quits program.

quit Quits program.

Message Commands:

Note 'UIN' and "NICKNAME' are inter-changeable with these commands,

msg olek/msg Send a message lo the user specified.

Example: msg Gaelync/Hi what's new?

rmsg Reply lo the last message you've received,

a msg Sends a new msg to the last person that send you a msg.

msga Sends a msg to everyone in your contact list.

(But don't, it's annoying).

Multi-line Message mode:

This lets you send a message that's more than one line long and is preferable for conversations.

msg <nick> <retum>Starts Multi-line node.

A "." on a line by itself sends the message.

4 A "£" on a line by itself cancels the message.

Example: msg Gaelyne

msg> This is the nuBSHgB I'm sending you.

msg> Pretty seal, huh?

msg>.
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TEX MURPHY
...are among the stages of the game

"Mean Streets". The circumstances of a

mysterious suicide are to be examined

more closely.

by Volker Rust

A day just like any day: Tex Murphy,

private investigator in San Francisco of

the year 2033, waits for new assignments in

his office, when suddenly the attractive

Sylvia Linsky enters his detective agency.

Miss Linsky's father, a reknowned university

professor and researcher has, according to the

police, jumped from the Golden Gate Bridge

a few days ago. But Sylvia can't accept her

father's so-called suicide and hires Tex to

investigate this mysterious death.

Suspects upon Suspects

Early on, you meet several persons who have

a motive for murdering Carl Linsky: His long

standing partner Delores Lightbody, a real

virago, who could have done it out of

jealousy (he was deeply involved with a far

younger woman. Sandra Larscn). A fellow

scientist is also suspected, with his possible

motive driven by a deep hate for Linsky after

a long-gone love affair. Other suspects

include student Blaze Wiener, whose bad

grades given by professor Linsky could be a

trigger for the capital crime. And last, but not

least, Sylvia Linsky also lias a convincing
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Ron "Oneeye" Meat has the complete perspective

motive: just a few months ago, her father had

effected a life insurance policy, to be paid to

her upon his death.

Integrated Flight Simulation

"Mean Streets" offers the players a quite

broad spectrum of activities: with his Lotus

Speeder, a kind of flying compact car. Tex

comfortably moves from place to place. You

may either steer it yourself, or, in order to be

able to consider things, activate the auto pilot.

You see the flight scenes from the cockpit in

3d graphics, a feature rather uncommon for

an adventure. From the speeder, Tex can also

contact his beautiful secretary Vanessa by

videophone, who can do research for him.

The same goes for his informant Lee Chin,

only that she wants to see cash for her

services right away. The two ladies' faces are

animated in detail, and are displayed nearly

lip synchronously on the telephone's screen,

giving this sequence a high authenticity.

And if you don't talk, I'll have to use

force!

When the Speeder reaches its destination,

you can talk with people there who seem to

be involved in the case, and by doing so

collect valuable information. This way you

keep learning locations and addresses, and

possibly new suspects, which you should

write down right away, there being some 30

persons and 20 further places as destinations

the speeder may visit. While we are at it,

writing down information of any kind is

really advisable, because this gives you one

or more passwords for the computer

terminals, for example. Should the

conversation with someone be hitting a dead

end. you can try to bribe your opposition, or

threaten him with violence, which may

unfortunately also lead to a counter strike.

Here, caution is adviseable, and saving your

game position is also a smart idea.

Action and Suspense

At some locations, Tex gets into shoot-outs,

which can lead to a fatality, and end the game

very quickly. But don't worry: Access has

also considered the pure adventure gamers

here, who would rather evade action

sequences, the shoot-outs' difficulty can be

set by the player himself in main menu. The

game offers the highest suspense, when you

can enter rooms directly. Here you control

Tex on the screen personally and may turn the

room completely upside down. The controls

are based on the Lucasfilm-adventures'

SCUM system, although there isn't quite as



Has Linsky deliberately jumped off the Golden Gate Bridge?

Tex Murphy: No Dayfiy

Only on the C64, "Mean Streets" stayed a

one-shot affair: on PC, the adventures of

Tex Murphy have already had several

sequals (see the following list). While

doing this, Access Software has been

able to set new standards with new

technical highlights time after time. Quite

interesting also, is the fact that different

characters from "Mean Streets" reappear

in the later games, having special

relations to the hero then. More

information about these games can be

found on the internet on the company

homepage at

http://www.unofficialtexrnurphy.com

Martian Memorandum (1992?)

Under a Killing Moon (1994)

The Pandora Directive (1996)

Tex Murphy: Overseer (1998)

Oddity: "Under a Killing Moon" and "The

Pandora Directive" have also been

published as detective novels. The book

"Polarity", announced for a release in

spring 2000, is rumored to be the basis of

another Tex Murphy adventure.

which are not obstructive for the slowly

growing suspense. Alas, the graphics can't

live up to those high standards: Although

they weren't misers about pictures, a large

number of pictures have been converted.

Since the pictures were refined only when it

was most urgently needed, the graphical

design unfortunately sinks down to mediocre

Anno 2033: the mode of transport, that's a bit different

much freedom of movement. But you should

still be wary: sometimes traps are installed in

the rooms, which may very easily turn out to

be death traps. Some objects in the rooms arc

secured and will trigger an alarm when

manipulated, which will cause the doors to be

automatically locked. In such cases, a display

appears, showing the time until the police

arrive. The player has no choice but to hastily

look for a way out - otherwise he, and not the

criminal, will end up in jail.

Story and Realization

This eye-for-detail detective story is based on

classic elements, and quickly enchants the

player. Illogical situations are looked for in

vain, and of course there are many well-done

humorous incidents (in 'Star Trek' style)

=-F=^ .
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In Lola Lovetoy's neighborhood, money is also made this way

and rarely shows off the C64's capabilities.

On the musical side, you can't expect any

sensation cither: in addition to the title song

well suited for the game, only some sound

effects arc to be heard, which mainly serve as

supporting effects. The controls are a bit too

unexact at some places, especially when

searching the rooms.

Delays

Alas, the built-in fast loader seems to be quite

sensativc, which means you should test your

disk drive's compatibility first. If you

deactivate it, extremely long pauses are

experienced, which are just as adversive to

the game flow, as is the frequent disk-

swapping. Those who can't resort to a

cartridge fast loader, should at least set up a

coffee machine next to their computer.

Something similar is also the rule for the

longer flights with the speeder: here you may

also spend those few minutes doing

something else.

Summary

In spite of the technical flaws, "Mean

Streets" is a fascinating detective adventure,

whose style is unique on the c64. Access

Software has not just simply resorted to a

well-proven concept, but has rather dared to

mix genres whose parts fit together quite

well, despite the differences between them.

The difficulty is appropriate, the riddles are

not too tough and are also suitable for

beginners. The introduction in the manual

should also be mentioned, as it answers many

important questions and neatly fits into the

atmosphere. For Non-Engish users, at least a

medium proficiency in English is a must, to

realaly enjoy the game. Therefore, "Mean

Streets" can be recommended to passionate

adventure gamers and beginners interested in

this field. The game promises many hours of

enjoyment.

Product Name:

Produce;

Year of Publication:

GBnre

Language:

Test configuration:

Version tested:

MeanStreets

Access Software Inc.

1990

Adventure

English

C64C, 1541 II, Action Replay MK5 Pro.

Competition Pro

Minus ...
graphics converted and only

moderately fixed for the most port

sensatlve fast load

frequent disk swapping

controls too unprecise

sometimes

classic detective story with
atmosphere

manifold, comprehensive
possibilities for action with

considerable freedom ol action

solid linking between different
game elements

high tension: By Investigating,
you keep finding bits of new
information

surprising, funny interludes

graphics have been designed

generously: all persons with

different facial expressions,

many background designs and

locations

well-done manual

... and Plusses

100
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RAYMOND COMMODORE AMIGA

Commodore software (new and used) plus hardware,

expert repairs, cables, ribbons, blank disks, books

* NEW Joysticks- leaf-spring, pistol grip-suction cup :-;

795 Raymond Ave. St. Paul, MN 55114 USA

612-642-9890 vox 612-642-9891 fax

http://www.visi.com/~raycomp

raycomp@visi.com

Discover/Bravo

Visa/Master Card

The Internet For Commodore C64/128 Users

by Gaclync R. Gasson

The only O= 64/128 Internet reference guide, this 296 page manual takes

you through hardware and .software needed, how to gel online and what

you can do once you're there. It covers Email, World Wide Web, FTP,

IRC,Te!nct, Newsgroups, C= files, archives and more.

Only US $26.95 including shipping via Economy Air

Visa, MasterCard, Arncx, and personal checks welcome. Cheques payable to:

VideoCam Services

90 Hilliers Rd, Reyiwlla 3161, South Australia

Phone:+618 8322-2716

Email; videocam@vidcocam.nci.au

Fax:+61 88387-5810

WWW: hup:.', vidcocam.net.au



CMD WAREHOUSE BARGAINS
1 ■

CMP's Warehouse Bargains include many liard-lo-find used and (where noted) new

items. In mosl cases we have only one or two ofeach item in stock, so be sun- u> tilaa-

your order before your seleclion has been taken! A minimum order of$20.00 applies

lo ;ilt Warehouse Sale orders. Shipping charges are nol included in the prices shown,

(Sec our inniii advertisement elsewhere in this issue forshipping information).

TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY ON THESE ITEMS

Mailed in orders fur mm-re.vrved Out-of-Stock items will result in a merchandise credit. \o cash

refunds All items listed here are sold "as-is ", and all sales arc final Prices and specifications

.subject to change without nonce. Sol responsible for typographical errors.

BOOKS

32 BASIC Programs lor the C64

Anatomy Ct The 1541

Base Computer Games

C128 Computer Aided Design (new)

C64 Programmers Reference Guce . ..

S8O0

..S800

S6.00

. sera

... . S25.OC

Speed Bingo/Math S10 00

The Final Cartage S15.00
'JDSA33 5T1 - S1OO0

Commodore 64 Favorite Programs Explained . $10.00

Commote 64 For Ksds from 8 to 80.. . $8 00

Commodore 64 Games Book S5 00

Commodore 64 Programs lor trie Home $6 00

Compute's First Book ol C=W Sound SGraphcs S10 00
;:■*:_■:• li;-::™ =■::■ :!C: — ::"■■:•:■: •''. X

Computes Second Book ol Machine Language $10.00

■Guide to Care. Feeding and Training of C-64" S6.00

How To Use Trie Commodore 64 Computer SfO 00

Inside Commodore DOS SiOOO

Osborne 1 Jser's Reference Guide $15 00

Superbase The 3ook $10 00

The Elementary Commodore 64 S'; X

The Official Book Of King's Quest-Daventry $10 00

Using & Programming tne C64 $8 00

Using Mewsroom S10 00

Your Commodora M-A Guide to the C &4. . .$1000

BUSINESS

e4P:.\erpack-NEW S10 00

Better Working F.le & Report (new] $15 00

Business System- Sales Analysis Management S10.00

Datamanager m S15 CO

Datamarsser 123 $20 00

Dstarranager2 (new] $15 CO

Easy Finance I S5 00

EPYX Microsoft Multsplan Spreadsheet . $10 00

Financial Cookbook-NEW .. S8 CO

General Ledger lor the C=64-NEW . $15 00

Paperback Filer 64 $10 00

Paperoack Planner 64 S10 00

Payablesfer the C=64-NEW $15 00

Planners Ciotce -Personal Planning System S3 CO

Power Assembter-(new) $10 00

Practcalc xA S5 CO
Practical-(new) . $10 00

Practilile S4-(new) . SI0O0

Receivables for the C=64-NEW $1500

RUN Productivity Pak II S3 CO

Silent Butler (Crieck Writing system} .. .. $1500

Superbase Starter-NEW S10O0

Swiftcalc 123 S20 00

S*ifica!c64 $1000

The Consultant (Database Management] . SIS 00

The Home Accountani $15 00

The Home Banker S10 00

Tne Home Manager $10 03

Tne Manager S10 00

The Word Machine/Name Machine inew) S5 00

Valuecalc SSOO

CARTRIDGES

All in The Cotor Caves S10CO

■■■:-,:. : _ . S10CO

Big Birds Special Delivery $10.00

BuSMe Burst $10 CO

Dragonsden ssoo

Pacemaker-;new) S10 00

Heskit $10 00

Kids on Keys-(nsw} S1000

KinCercomp $10 00

Lemans $800

Unking Logic S10 CO

Macn 5 Cartridge SIS 00

Masteriype (new] $1000

MS Pac-Man S8 CO

PinSall Spectacular $8 00

Radar Hat Race SB 00

Sea Speller $10 00

CARTRIDGES (No Docs)

Blueprint

Clowns ,.

Ducks Ahoy

Kindercomp

Lemans

$3 00

S8 00

S8 00

$3 00

$3 00

Linking Logic. $800

Magi Desk I SSOO

Maze Master $800

Memory Manor S3 00

Popeye $300

Speed'Bmgo Malft $300

Up S Add'em ... SSOO

Vc 20 -Hesware-GndtLnner S5 CO

Yc 20-Avenger S5 ~C

Vc 20-Jupiter Laraer ::.:

Vc 20-Omega Race $5 00

DESIGN

Awardware $8 CO

Delta Drawing-(new) $5 CO

Jingle Disk-NEW So 00

Printers Devil for Print Shop S3 00

Ttie Christmas Kit-NEW $1000

The Newsroom $10.00

The Newsroom (new) S15 00

The Pnnl Shop $15 00

The Pnnl Shop Companion $10 00

DISK UTILITY

Commoccre 64 Software Bonus Pak . . . S5 03

Disk Utilities $5 CO

EDUCATIONAL/CHILDREN

Computer Science , , $5.00

Early Learning FnendS . $10 03

Easy Lesson and Easy Sum .. S5 CO

English I S5 CO

ENGLISH II $5 CO

First Men on ihe Moon -Math-(neiv) .... $6 00

GradeAMath $500

In Search of Ihe Mosl Amazing Trmg-(new) ... $6 CO

Jungle Book Reading-(rew) $600

Koaiagrams Spelling 1 -use wifli Koala Pad-mew) $6 CO

Logc Builders $300

Main Busters $8 00

MECC Expeditions SB 00

MECC Odell Lake S3 00
Paml-A-fihyme -for use Kith Koala Pad-(new) S6 00

Peter Rabbit Readmg-(new) S5.00

Snooper Troops Case *1 (new) S6.O3

Snooper Troops Case *2 35 OD

Snooper Troops Case -Z (new) $6 03
;':„:. c.,,,.•,-;.-•_■-r{- $1000

Story Machine $8 CO

SUNBURST-Memroy BuiJaing Blocks $10.00

Tales of Mystery S3 03

The Argos Expedition $803

UpfofGrabs-(new) S6.00

Weatne: Tamers ... SSOO

Where m Europe is Carmen San Diego (new) S20 00

Where in tne USA is Carmen Sandiego S20 00

Where in the Worto is Carmen San Diego (nw) $25 00

Wizard ol Words $10 00

GAMES

20 Solid Gold C64/128 Entertainment Hils S10 00

20 Solid Gold Hits -5 Disks $10.00

Aliens $4.00

Amnesa $600

Archon S10 00

Arcok-The 3arbarian $600

Baiman $10 CO

Batman-TheCaped Crusader . S10 00

Beach-Head S600

Below The Root (NEW) $10 CO

Beyond Zork-NEW $6 00

Blood Money-NEW $5.00

Blue Angels-Formation Fligtit Simulation $10.00

Bop'N Wrestle-NEW So CO

Bureaucracy S1000

CavemanUgh-rympics $4 CO
Champers-lip Baseball SECO

Champonshjp Golf (new) $600

ChampcrisMip Wrestling $6.00

Chomp (new) $4.00

Classic Concentration S600

Commodore 64C Tesl Pitol-NEW $6 00

Conflicts Vietnam-NEW $6 00

Countdown to Shutdown $100

Crossfire $4 CO

Cyrus Chess S600

Deadline $4 00
Demons Winter $600

Dig Dug S4C0

F15 Strike Eagle $1000

Feud S6C0

Fist - Tne Legend Continues S600

Flight Simulator II $15 00

G3ACnaTOonstiipaasketball-2on2-NEW . So 00

GFL Championship Football $6 CO

Gold Record Race-(new) $6 00

Grand Prix Circuit-(new) $10.00

Guerilla (new) $6 00

Hacker S4 CO

Hardaaii (new) $6 00

Heartland (new) $600

High Roller-NEW .. So 00

Howard Ihe Duck-Adventure on Volcano Island $4.00

Invaders of the LostTomb-(new) S6 03

Jack Nicklaus Greats! 18 Holes ol GoMEW $6 00

Jaws S600

Jeopardy-Junior Edition , S6 00

John Elways QusnerDack $6 00

Jordan vs Bird $10 00

Karaie Chop (new) $6 00

Kings of Bis Beach (new) $6.00

Knight ORC $6.00

Kung Fu ii-Stcks of Death (new) $6.00

LastNinja2.NEW $600

Legionnaire $5.00

Lords of Conquest-(new) $600

Lores of Conquest-NEW . . S6.00

MeanSiraels $10.00

Megaplay Volume 1 $4.00

Mini Man $6.03

Murder by ihe Dozen $800

Navy Seal . S6.00

Navy Seal (new) $£00

Operation Whirlwind S6.00

Parhwords $6 00

Po*er Drift $4.00

Preoator $6.00

Presidential Campaign S6.00

Frojecl Space Station S4.00

O-Bopper S6.00

Qix (new) . S6 00

Question II S4 00

Raa Over Moscow $4.00

Raid Cvet Moscow S6 00

Flambolll S4.00

Hick Dangerous S4.00

Robbers of he Lost Tomb $4.00

Sanxion $600

Sargon ll-(new) $6.00

Sargenlll-(new) $800

Sei\-e and Volley (new! $6 00

Shinooi S6.D0

SfleniServce $4.00

Sky Fox $6.00

Snow strike-NEW S6.00

Spiderman $4.00

Sporting News Baseball $600

StarTrooper-(new) . S600

Stationfall $600

Summer Gamesll $4 00

Superman $4 CO

Superstar Ice Hockey $6.00
Suspended -A Cryogenc Nightmare . S5C0

Sword of Fargoal MOO

Tag Team Wrestling $4.00

TETRIS . S600

The Last Nina $4.00

The Lords of Midnight S600

The President is Missing (new] $5.00

The Workfs Greatest Baseball Game $4.00

Thud Ridge-NEW S6.00

Times of Lore $4.00

Titan-NEW $6.00

Total Eclipse (new) $5 CO

Ultimate Wizard $6 CO

War in Middle Earth-NEW $600

Wheel of Fortune $8 00

W;ldStreets-NEW $600

Word Fryer $6 00

Z-Pi!ot $4 CO

Zenji $6.00

Zork I S6.00

Zork.ll $10 00

Zork Ill-NEW $8.00

GEOS

Deskpack 1-NEW S10 CO

FontpackVNEW SiOCO

GEOBASIC (new) S1000

HARDWARE

1351 Mouse w'Manual-no disk $20 00

1702 Monitor -Color 40 Column-relurbished $99 CO

1B02 Morttof-Cotor Monitor 40 Column-refurb . $139 CO

Aprotek 1200 Baud Min-Modem (new) $30 CO

Assorted Joysticks $5 CO

C12ED Keyboards (NEW) S69 95

C12ED Keyboards-RERJRBISKED S59 95

C64 Keyboard (NEW) $49.95

C64 Keyboard (refurbished) $3995

CPU54 Version 1 Base Mode) S133 00

Datasette $5 00

EPYX Fast Load Cartridge ^Manual S1000

Homewnter 10 Printer v-. 'manual $45 00

Koala Pad Only no docs $20 00

KXP 10301 Printer S75.00

Laser I90E Printer $30.00

Magic Mouse S1000

Magic Voice Speech Module $5000

Multiplexer S50.00

Okimate 10 Color Printer w/manual,disk.nbbons S45 CO

STAfl Gemini 10X w/Manual S25 CO

Super Expander 64 S8.00

The Voice Messenger-Speech 64 S20.CO

Used SlimLme cases for Commodore 64 S10.CO

VICMODEM (or VIC20 $5.00

MISCELLANEOUS

10 Assorted Commodore Magazines 1985-86 ....S10.00
64 Doctor $5.00

Home Video Producer SiO.OO

nstant Music-NEW $6.00

LOADSTAR Disksf46.65.66,67.65 $10.00

Synlhesound 64 $5 00

Vc 20 Cassette-Intro to 3asic Part 2 . . . S10.00

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

AerobKS S6 00

Bobsterm Pro (new) $10.00

.Commodore S5.00

Commodore Technology S5.00

Muse Construction Kit $5 00

SAT Score Improvemenl System $5 00

Wnter/FJe Pak 1541 $300

PROGRAMMING

Bettei Working Power Assembler $10.00

GEOBASIC (new) $10.00

Hesware ■ Graphics Ease $10.00

Introduction to 3ASIC'Part I SB 00

Oilord Base $10.00

Oxford Pascal $10.00

Simons Base $10.00

Slan Programming wGortekand the Microchips. S5.00

WORD PROCESSING

Easy Script $5 00

Mastertypes Writer SB 00

Mirage Ccncepts-Word Processor -Professorial $10 00

Outrageous Pages-NEW $20 00

Super-TexiProfessional $500

SupertextWoid Processor $10.00

The Printed Word $800

The Write Sluff128-rJEW $20.00

Word Writer 128 $20 CO

Word Wnter 6-NEW $15 00

Wordpro3Plus&S-NEW. .. ... $15.00

Wordpro w'turwLoad &Save-NEW S15 00

Writers Choice $800
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Commodore 64 or 128

Increases System Performanc

by up to 22 Times

Makes Sluggish Ol

uick and Useful
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Take Your Commodore Into The Next Millenium!

Programs will suddenly spring to life, screens and menus pop

up instantly, scrolling becomes fluid, and graphics ffy. A
Commodore equipped with a SuperCPU is like having a
Volkswagon with a V-8. There's one small difference: the
SuperCPU rides much smoother. And while the SuperCPU
provides your computer with a radical increase in horsepower
(up to 22 times faster), its operating system makes that power
easy to use by maintaining compatibility with most existing

programs and by making itself virtually transparent to the user
and the computer.

Looking to the future, the powerful 65816 microprocessor
gives programmers vast new resources to create powerful

and sophisticated software. With its 16-bit registers, up to 16
Megabytes of system memory and an enhanced instruction
set based on the 6502 core, the SuperCPU makes it easy to
enhance existing software while providing the muscle needed

to create a whole new generation of Commodore programs
integrating more extensive graphics, sound and animation.

To get the most from your existing programs and to get ready

for the future with just one puchase, get a SuperCPU. You'll
wonder why you waited this long!

SuperCPU EM S179.OO*

SuperCPU 12B S539.DD*

"prices do not include shipping

Features:

• High-speed microprocessor, 128K or 256K of fast RAM
advanced hardware logic, and up to 512K ROM enable
you to run all types of existing commercial software at
speeds up to 22 times faster than stock machines.

• BASIC programs, including most Bulletin Board Systems,
seem to run as fast as machine language, and compiled
BASIC programs run faster than ever!

• Commercial machine language programs (databases,
spreadsheets, word processors, telecommunications,
graphics, etc.) run so fast that you'll think you're running
them on a completely different computer!

• GEOS comes alive—No typing or scrolling delays, graphic
operations happen instantly, plus faster printing and disk
access! Includes an enhanced GEOS setup utility!

• Easy-to-use: Plug it into your cartridge port" and start
working—no special adjustments needed.

• Built-in JiffyDOS Kernal boosts disk access speed up to
15 times faster with JiffyDOS-equipped drives.

• Pass-thru port provides compatibility with RAMLink,

SwiftLink, Turbo-23 2, REUs and other cartridges.

• Unit Enable/Disable, JiffyDOS On/Off, NormalATurbo, and
Reset switches make using the SuperCPU a snap!

"Additional MMU SuperAdapter installation required for 128 version.

SuperRAM Card (0 MB) S79 • 4 MB S114 • 8 MB S139 • 16 MB S179

SuperCPU 64 w/SuperRAM (0 MB) S219 • 4 MB S254 • 8 MB S278 • 16 MB S318

SuperCPU 128 w/SuperRAM (0 MB) S279 • 4 MB S314 ■ 8 MB S338 -16 MB S378

Prices do not include shipping and are subject to change without notice. Not responsible for typographical errors.




